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What GAO Found
Existing literature on the economic impace of invasive species is of limited
usefulness to decision makers, although it indicates that the effects of
invbive species a k significant. ,Mosteconomic estiinates do not consider
all of the relevant effects of nonnative species or the future risks that they
pose. New initiatives may prompt more comprehensive analysis that could
help decision makers make better resource allocations.
While the National Invasive Species Management Plan calls for many actions
that are likely to contribute to preventing and controlling invasive species in
the United States, it does not clearly articulate specific long-term goals
toward which the government should strive. In addition, the federal
government has made little progress in implementing the actions called for
by the plan.
Even with high levels of compliance, U.S. regulations have not eliminated
the introduction of invasive species into the Great Lakes via the ballast
water of ships. The United States and Canada are working on strengthening
the existing control system, but developing stronger regulations and the
technology needed to meet them will take many years. The continued
introduction of invasive species could have high economic and ecological
costs for the Great Lakes.
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Invasive species-harmful, nonnative plants, animals, and
microorganisms-are found throughout the United States, causing
damage to crops, rangelands, waterways, and other ecosystems that is
estimated in the billions of dollars annually. Some have termed invasive
species "biological pollutants." Unlike some chemical pollutants that can
degrade over time, biological pollutants have the potential to persist,
multiply, and spread.' In addition to their economic costs, invasive species
can have a devastating effect on natural areas, where they have strangled
native plants, taken over wetland habitats, crowded out native species, and
deprived waterfowl and other species of food sources. Conservation
biologists rank invasive3speciesas the second most serious threat to
endangered species after habitat destruction. Overall, scientists,
academicians, and industry leaders are recognizing invasive species as
one of the most serious environmental threats of the twenty-first century.
We have issued two prior reports on this subject: one on funding to address
invasive species and the other on the government's approach for quickly
responding to invasions by new, species.2

'

A concept basic to invasiveness is that these species have been introduced into an
environment in which they did not evolve;thus,they usually have no natural enemies to
l h i t their spread
U.S. General Accounting Office,Invasive Species: F e W and Sektecl State finding to
Addmss H a m 1 Nonnative Species, GAORCED-00-219(Washington, D.C.: Aug. 2000) and
Invasive Species: Obstacles Hinder Fedend Rapid Response to Gnnuing Th-,
GAO-01-724 (Washington,D.C.: July 2001).
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In February 1999, in response to the challenges faced by state and federal
agencies to minimize the spread of invasive species, President Clinton
issued Executive Order 13112. The order directs federal agencies to take
actions that will prevent the introduction of invasive species; provide for
their control; and minimize their impact on the economy, the environment,
and human health. The order established the National Invasive Species
Council, which now comprises the heads of 10 federal depaxtments and
agencies, to provide national leadership and coordination in federal
invasive species activities and to issue a national invasive species
management plan.' The order also directed the Secretary of the Interior
to establish an advisory committee to provide information and advice to
the council.
The problem of invasive species is an international one. Organisms are
brought, intentionally or unintentionally, from one country to another. They
may also spread on their own across international borders. Because of the
international aspects of the issue, as well as the seriousness of the problem
for both Canada and the United States, we undertook a review of federal
invasive species management in cooperation with the Office of the Auditor
General of Canada One issue of particular importance to both countries is
preventing aquatic invasive species from entering the Great Lakes in the
ballast water of ships4We and the Auditor General are issuing
simultaneous but separate reports. The Office of the Auditor General's
Report of the Commissioner of the Environment and Sustainable
Development to the House of Commons contains a chapter on Canada's
invasive species management efforts.
The objectives of our review were to (1) assess the usefulness of analyses
that have estimated the economic impact of invasive species in the
United States to federal decision makers responsible for preventing and
controlling their spread; (2) assess the National Invasive Species
Management Plan, including the extent to which the plan has been
implemented; (3) provide the views of experts on the adequacy of
Council members hidude the Secretariesof State, Defense, lhasury, Agriculture,
Commerce,Bansportation, Health and Human Services, and the Interior, and the
administrators of the Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S. Agency for
International Development. The Secretaries of Agricultwe, Commerce, and the Interior are
the cochairs of the council.

Ballast water is deliberately pumped into tanks wit& a ship to control or maintain the
trim,draft, stability, or stresses of the vysel. Because ballast water is pumped ?om oceans
or rivers, it can contain living aquatic organisms found in those locations.
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U.S. and Canadian federal government efforts to prevent the introduction
of invasive species intb the Great Lakes via'the ballast water of ships; and
(4) describe how the United States and Canada are coordinating invasive
species management efforts.
.

Results in Brief

Among the efforts we undertook to analyze,theseissues was a survey
of all 32 members of the ~nvasiGeSpecies Advisory Committee. About
74 percent of the committee members responded to our su&ey and
68 percent completed it. We also observed meetings of the committee.
See appendix I for further details on our scope and methodology.

The scope of existing studies on the economic impact of invasive species in
the United States range from narrow to comprehensive, and most are of
limited use for guiding decision makers formulating federal policies on
prevention and control. Narrowly focused estimates include analyses of
past damages that are limited to a certain commercial activities such as
agricultural crop production and simple accountings of the money spent to
combat a particular invasive species. These estimates typically do not
examine economic damage done to natural ecosystems, the expected costs
and benefits of alternative control measures, or the impact of possible
invasions by other species in the future. On the other hand, more
comprehensive-and rare-analyses are those that examine the past and
prospective economic impact of invasive species on commercial activities
and natural ecosystems and the potential costs of preventing or controlling
them. In general, the more comprehensive the approach used to assess the
economic impacts of invasive species, the greater its potential usefulness
to decision makers for identifying potential invasive species, prioritizing
their economic threat, and allocating resources to minimize overall
damages. Recent initiativesby federal agencies to integrate information on
the likelihood of invasion, the likelihood of economic damage to
commercial activities and natural ecosystems, and the likely effectiveness
of control methods should help support more informed decisions about
managing invasive species. However, according to agency officials, efforts
to produce more comprehensive and complex studies that address the
range of factors are hampered by a lack of necessary data and of
targeted resources.
The National Invasive Species Council's 2001 management plan,
Meeting the Invasive Species C h a h g e , lacks a clear long-term outcome
and quantifiable measures of performance. While the actions called for in
'the plan are likely to'contributeto controlling invasive species, it is unclear
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how implementing them will move the United States toward a specific
outcome, such as a lower number of new invasive species or reduced
spread of established species by a certain amount. Federal officials
recognize that there are deficiencies in the plan and are working toward
improvements. At present, the only available performance measure that
can be used to assess overall progress is the percentage of planned actions .
that have been completed by the due dates set in the plan. By this measure,
implementation has been slow. A s of ~eptkmber2002, the departments and
agencies composing the council had comp1et;ed less than 20 percent of the
actions that the plan had called for by that date, although they have begun
work on others. A large majority of the members of the Invasive Species
Advisory Committee who responded to our survey believe that the pace of
implementation is inadequate. There are numerous reasons for the slow
progress, including delays in establishing teams that will be responsible for
guiding implementation of the planned actions, the low priority given to
implementation by the council, and the lack of funding and staff
responsible for doing the work. Some stakeholders expressed the view that
the low priority and associated lack of progress may be due to the fact that
the Congress did not create the council or direct it to implement the plan.
However, even if the actions in the plan were more fully implemented their
effect would be uncertain because they typically do not call for quantifiable
improvements in invasive species management or control.
According to experts and agency officials we consulted, current efforts by
the United States and Canada are not adequate to prevent the introduction
of invasive species into the Great Lakes via the ballast water of ships.
Beginning in 1993, U.S. federal regulations required ships that enter the
Great Lakes from more than 200 nautical miles off the U.S. coast to
exchange their ballast water in the open ocean (that is, in waters deeper
than 2,000 meters and farther than 200 nautical miles from the U.S. coast),
retain the ballast water on board, or use an alternative, environmentally
sound, method of ballast water management. The purpose of the exchange
is to flush the ballast tanks of living organisms or kill them with salt water.
Canada has had voluntary guidelines calling for a similar ballast water
exchange since 1989. The U.S. Coast Guard inspects all ships entering the
Great Lakes and, according to the agency, 88 percent of the ships entering
with ballast water from 1994 through 2001 had exchanged it in compliance
with U.S. regulations. The Coast Guard has not approved alternative
treatment methods; therefore, those that did not exchange their ballast
were prohibited from emptying their tanks while in the Great Lakes.
Nevertheless, aquatic invasive species are still entering the Great Lakes and
establishing themselves in the ecosystem. According to the experts we
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consulted, at least two factors contribute to the failure of the existing
regulations to prevent introductions. First, about 70 percent of the ships
that enter the Great Lakes are classified by the Coast Guard as having no
ballast on board and are, therefore, exempt from open-ocean exchange
requirements. However, these ships may in fact have thousands of gallons
of residual ballast water and sediment containing potentially invasive
organisms in their drained tanks that may be mixed with water later taken
from, and then discharged into, the Great Lakes. Second, for those ships
that have ballast, open-oceh exchange does not effectively remove or kill
all organisms in the ballast tanks. Although the United States and Canada
believe they should do more to protect the Great Lakes from ballast water
discharges, their plans for doing so depend on the development of
standards and technologies that will take a decade or more. In the
meantime, the continued introduction of invasive species could have major
economic &d ecological consequences.
The United States and Canada participate in a wide variety of bilateral and
multilateral efforts to share information, conduct research, and coordinate
their efforts to reduce the threat of invasive species. However, the two
countries have not developed a comprehensive strategy for joint
prevention and management efforts. The long history of coordination
between the United States and Canada has focused on such areas as
agricultural research and shared boundary waters. There are numerous
bilateral and multilateral organizations of which the United States and
Canada are a part that recognize invasive species as an important issue and
provide a forum for increased planning and coordination between the two
countries. In general, however, efforts to date have addressed specific
pathways, species, or geographic areas in a reactive way, rather than as
part of a coordinated approach. The National Invasive Species Council has
recognized the need for the United States to work with Canada (and
Mexico) in a more comprehensive manner and has taken initial steps to
develop a North American strategy, as called for by the national
management plan. It is too early to tell, however, what form such a strategy
will take.
We are making several recommendations to the National Invasive Species
Council as a whole, and to the member departments and agencies
individually, aimed at improving the nation's management of invasive
, species. The council and member agencies generally agreed with these
recommendations.
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Background
-

Invasive Species Threaten
the Economy and the
Environment

-

As we have reported in the past, the impact of invasive species in the
United States is widespread, and their consequencesfor the economy
and the environment are profound.' They affect people's livelihoods and
pose a significant risk to industries such as agriculture, ranching, and
fisheries. The cost to control invasive species and the cost of damages they
inflict, or could inflict, on property or natural resources are estimated to
total billions of dollars annually. For example, according to the
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), the Fonnosan termite causes at
least $1 billion annually in damages and control costs in 11 states (in 2001
dollars). USDA also estimates that, if not managed, fruit flies could cause
more than $1.8 billion in damage each year (in 2001 dollars).

According to the National Invasive Species Council, hundreds, and perhaps
thousands, of nonnative species have established populations in the United
States. hvasive species continue to be introduced in new locations, with
recent examples including the northern snakehead f ~ s h
in Maryland and the
emerald ash borer in Michigan. Many scientists believe that invasive
species are a significantthreat to biodiversity and are maor or contributing
causes of population declines for almost half the endangered species in the
United States. Invasive species can alter entire ecosystems by disrupting
food chains, preying on critical native species such as pollinators,
increasing the frequency of fires, or-as in the case of some plants-simply
overshadowing and smothering native plants. Invasive species may arrive
unintentionally as contaminants of bulk commodities such as food, in
packing materials and shipping containers, or in ships' ballast water. Others '
may be introduced intentionally; kudzu, for example-a rapidly growing
invasive vine that thrives in the southeastern United States-was
intentionally introduced from Japan as an ornamental plant and was used
by USDA in the 1930s to control soil erosion. Other invasive species are
imported as crops, livestock, aquaculture species, or pets, and later escape
or are released into the environment. (See fig. 1 for details on the mute
swan, intentionally introduced to adorn parks and private bird collections.)

%AO/RCED-00-210.
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Figure 1: Pmflle of the Mute Swan

,

Migration Path: The mute swan, a native of Eurasia, entered North America from the mid-1800sthrough the early 1900s. Mute
swans were imported to adorn large estates and city parks, and for zoos and avicuHure collections. Currently, over 22,000 mute
swans occupy coastal and freshwater habitats along the Atlantic coast from New Hampshire to Florida and in the Great Lakes
area, Washington State, southern Ontario, and British Columbia. In April 2001, the U.S. Geological Survey reported that since
1962 the population of mute swans in the Chesapeake Bay area of Maryland and Virginia had grown from 5 to about 4,500.

Ecological and Human Ettects: Mute swans feed primarily on submerged
aquatic vegetation, such as widgeon grass and red grass, which has reduced the
availability of food sources for some native wildlife. In some cases, concentrations
of mute swans have overgrazed grasses, eliminating habitats for crabs, fish, and
other wetlanddependent species. Mute swans also exhibit aggression toward other
waterfOwl, sometimes displacing native species from their breeding and feeding
habitats and attacking, injuring, or killing other birds. Mute swans haw also
attacked humans. In the Chesapeake, the mute swan competes with the less
aggressive native tundra swan.
Eoonomlc Impacts: We found no data concerning the economic impact of mule
swans.
Contr'Ol yea sure^: In the Ch'esapeake Bay region, recommended control methods include restkicting the importation of new mute
swans, spoiling the eggs of nesting swans and replacing the eggs in the nest as away of keeping the swan from laying new ones
(addling), and capturing and euthanizing existing mute swans. In the 1990s, a Montana population of mute swans was effectively
eradicated to regenerate the native trumpeter swan population in Yellowstone National Park.

Sources: GAO analysis; photo, U.S. Geological Suwey.
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Not all nonnative species, however, cause harm. Many nonnative species,
such as cattle, wheat, soybeans, many fruits, and ornamental plants (such
as tulips and chrysanthemums), have been largely beneficial and their
propagation controllable. Various terms have been applied to invasive
species, including "alien," "exotic," "nonindigenous,"and "nonnative."
In this report, we use the definition provided by Executive Order 13112,
which states thatan invasive species is an alien species whose introduction
does or is likely to cause economic or environmental harm or harm to
human health. An alien species is one that is not native to a particular
ecosystem. (We used this definition, as well as other factors, in selecting
species to profile in this report.)

The Federal Government
Conducts a Variety of
Invasive Species Activities

More ,than20 federal agencies in 10 departhents-including USDA,
Commerce, Defense, and the Interior-have responsibility for some aspect
of invasive species management. (See fig. 2.) States also have a significant
management role, but the eldent of their involvement varies considerabli.
USDA has the largest federal role because of its responsibility to
(1) conduct port-ofentry inspections and quarantine goods coming into the
country, (2) manage more than 190 million acres of national forests and
grasslands, (3) conduct research, and (4) provide technical assistance to
the private sector and in large agricultural pest control projects. We
reported that in fiscal year 2000, seven of the departments obligated more
than $624 million for activities related to invasive species management6
According to the council, appropriations to those departments for such
activities increased in fiscal year 2001 to approximately $1.05 billion, of
which USDA received almost $076 million.

'See GAOiRCED-00-219.The Department of the Treasury's Customs Service, the
Department of Health and Human Services, and the U.S. Agency for International
Development also have expendituresrelated to invasive species but were not included in
our report.
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Figure 2: ~ e Federal
y
Departmentsand Thdr ~es~nslbllltles
tor lnvasiveSpecles
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In February 1999, invasive species prevention and control efforts
received heightened attention with the issuance of Executive Order 13112.
The executive order established the National Invasive Species Council,
which is now made up of the secretaries and administratorq of 10 federal
depaxtments and agen~ies.~
The executive order required the Secretary
of the Interior to establish an advisory committee to provide information
and advice to the council. Accordingly, in November 1999,the
secretary established the Invasive Species Advisory Committee,
composed of 32 nonfederal members representing a range of interests
relevant to invasive species, including academia, environmental
organizations, industry, trade associations,Native American tribes, and
state government.
The executive order also required that the council develop a national
invasive species management plan using a public process and revise it
biennially. Among other things, the executive order called for the plan to
(1) recommend performance-oriented goals and objectives and specific
measures of success, (2) recommend measures to minimize the risk of new
introductions of invasive species, and (3) review existing and prospective
a p p ~ a c h e and
s authorities for preventing the introduction and spread of
invasive species. The council and its staff worked with members of the
advisory committee and other interested parties to produce draft
management plans for public comment. In January 2001, the council issued
the final plan, which identifies nine categories of planned actions to aid in
the prevention, control, and management of invasive species in an effort to
minimize their economic, environmental, and human health impacts. (See
fig. 3.) The council's plan calls for member departments to implement a
total of 86 discrete actions, each with an dsociated due date or start date.
Examples of the actions include establishing and coordinating long- and
short-term capacities for basic and applied research on invasive species
and gathering and disseminating information on the council's Web site.

The Secretary of Health h d Human Services and the Administrator of the U.S. Agency of
International Development were not specifically named as members of the council by the
executive order, but were invited to join as permitted by the executive order. The Secretary
and Administratorjoined the council in February 2001.
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Figure 3: Natlonal lnvaslve Species Councll and Management Plan
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The United States and
Canada Face Many Difficult
Issues Related to Managing
Invasive Species

The United States and Canada have a mutual interest in lirriiting the
introduction or spread of invasive species across their borders. The two
countries share more than 6,500 miles of terrestrial and aquatic border that
provide potential pathways for invasive species. Each country is the other's
largest trading partner, sending and receiving a variety of goods, such as
crops, livestock, wood, and horticultural products, that can harbor invasive
species. Therefore, species that enter one of the two countries have
opportunities to spread into the other.
The Great Lakes--a shared U.S. and Canadian resource--have been
subject to invasion by nonnative species since the settlement of the region.
At le&t 160 nonnative aquatic organisms have become established in the
lakes since the 1800s, most of which have come from Europe, Asia, and the
Atlantic coast. More than one-third of the organisms have been introduced
in the past 30 years, a trend coinciding with the opening of the St. Lawrence
Seaway in 1959 and other changes in ship operations. Ballast water in ships
is considered a major pathway for the transfer of invasive aquatic
organisms to the Great Lakes. Ballast is essential to the safe operation of
ships because it enables them to maintain their stability and control how
high or low they ride in the water. Ships take on or discharge ballast water
over the course of a voyage to counteract the loading or unloading of cargo,
and in response to sea conditions. The ballast that ships pump aboard in
ports and harbors may be fresh, brackish, or salt water. These waters may
condm various organisms that could then be carried to other ports around
the world where they might be discharged and survive.
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Canada adopted voluntary ballast water management guidelines in 1989
in response to the 1988 discovery of nonnative zebra mussels in
Lake St. Clair. The Canadian guidelineswere superceded by new guidelines
in 2000 and encourage ships' masters entering the Great Lakes and other
waters under Canadian jurisdiction to employ management practicessuch a s exchanging ballast water in the open ocean-to minimize the
probability of future introductions of harmful aquatic organisms. They also
direct ships' masters to provide ballast water details to Canadian
authorities.' The United States followed the Canadian lead and passed the
Nonindigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act of 1990.' This
legislation directed the Secretary of Transportation to issue voluntary
ballast water guidelines and regulations for the Great Lakes. Joint United
States and Canadian voluntary guidelines, which closely tracked the 1989
Canadian guidelines, went into effect in March 1991. The U.S. Coast Guard
issued the f m t set of mandatory ballast water regulations for the
Great Lakes in April 1993." The National Invasive Species Act of 1996
amended the 1990act and required the Secretary of Transportation to issue
voluntary ballast water guidelines for the rest of the United States.

More Comprehensive
Analysis of the
Economic ttnpacts of
Invasive SpeciesWould
Better Inform
Decision Makers

The scope of existing analyses of the economic impact of invasive species
in the United States range from narrow to comprehensive. Narrowly
focused analyses include estimates of past damages that are limited to
commercial activities such as agricultural crop pr~ductionand simple
accountings of the money spent to combat a particular invasive species.
These estimates typically do not include the economic impact of these
species on natural ecosystems, the expected costs and benefits of
alternative measures for preventing their entry or controlling their spread,
or the impacts of possible invasions by other species in the future. On the
other hand, more comprehensive--and rare-analyses are those that
examine the past and prospective economic impact of invasive species to
See Voluntary Guidelinesfor the Contml of BaUast WaimDischargesJmm Ships'
Proceedino to t b St. Lawrence R i m , which were su~ercededin 2000 by the Guidelines for
the Cont&l qfBaUast water ~ i s c h a r g e ~ i m
Ships
n & Waters Under C A d i a n
Jurisdiction and amended in 2001. Eveh though the guidelines are voluntary, the Canadian
Coast Guard can impose a flne under the Canada Shlpping Act for an operator who
knowingly provides false information to a vessel trafftc regulator.
I?L 101-646(IDDO), as amended by the Natlonal 1nJaslve Species Act of 1096, P.L No. 104
332 (lDD6),codifled at 16U.S.C. ## 4701-4761.
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both commercial activities and natural ecosystems and the potential costs
of preventing or controlling them. Few analyses have been done that
examine the likelihood that new species will invade new locations and that
estimate their costs. Although the estimates we reviewed may have served
the purpose for which they were intended, the narrow scope of many of
them may limit their usefulness to decision makers formulating federal
policies on prevention and control. In general, the more comprehensive the
approach used to assess the economic impacts of invasive species, the
more likely its usefulness to decision makers for identifying potential
invasive species, prioritizing their economic threats, and allocating
resources to minimize overall damages. Federal agencies recognize the
value of this type of analysis and have recently taken steps to use it more
often. According to officials from several agencies, however, efforts to
improve economic impact analyses are hampered by a lack of data on
invasive species and a lack of economists assigned to assessing their
economic impacts on commercial activities and natural ecosystems.
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The Narrow Scope of Many
Analyses May Limit Their
Usefulness to
Decision Makers

The narrow scope of many analyses of the economic impacts of invasive
species may limit their usefulness to decision makers developing policies
and allocating resources to address the problem." First,many of the
analyses we reviewed do not address the economic impact of invasive
species on natural area ecosystems. Instead, they reflect the impacts of
invasive species on commercial activities such as agricultural and
timber production and fwheries. This reflects the fact that most of the
management and control of invasive species in the United States has
focused on those species that damage agricultural crops and livestock.
For example, the Federal Interagency Committee for the Management of
Noxious and Exotic Weeds (FICMNEW) studied the economic impact of
weeds on the U.S. economy and found the estimated value of losses from
invasive weed species to be about $16 billion per year.12*l3 However, the
committee reported that the economic impact on most nonagricultural
sites was not available. Focusing solely on the impact of invasive species
on commercially valuable activities ignores the potential impact of invasive
species on ecosystems as a whole, possibly undemtating the impact of
these species.14Consistent with that point, according to the Environmental
Protection Agency, the true cost of invasive species is underestimated if
estimates of damages do not include lost ecosystem services, such as water
purification and aesthetic ~ a l u e s . ' ~

While we examined estimates of the impact of invasive species with respect to their scope
and methodology, we did not attempt to verify the accuracy of the estimates of economic
impact.
l2 Federal Interagency Committee for the Management of Noxious and Exotic Weeds,
I n w i v e Plants: Changing the Landscape of America, Fact Book, Washington, D.C.:
FICMNEW, 1998.

l3

All dollars in this section were acljusted to 2001 dollars unless otherwise noted.

"

Economic damages to natural ecosystems are measured in terms of individuals'
willingness to pay for the goods and services provided by an ecosystem. For example, the
gain in value associated with a specific improvement in environmentalqualily, such as a day
of birding in a natural ecosystem that has been freed of invasive species, is measured by an
increase in people's willingness to pay for this experience.
'%e b d Chapman, Nmindigemus &&~n
U.S. EPA, May 2001, available on the Web from

Emerging Issue for the EPA, VoL 2,

http://wwwepagov/owow/invas1ve~s~cies/
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Second, many of the existing analyses do not fully account for the expected
costs and benefits that are associated with different control methods for
invasive species. Two frequently cited summations of the aggregate
impacts of invasive species in the United States were based on estimates of
this type. The fmt, by the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment (OTA),
estimated that by 1991at least 4,600 nonnative species had become
established in the United States, of which about 600 had caused severe
harm. The OTA was able to obtain data showing that the economic impact
of 79 of these species totaled about $118 billion between 1906 and 1991and
impact included damage to agricultural crops, industrial activities, and
human health.'= The second effort was by researchers at Cornell University
who estimated in 1999that approximately 60,000 nonnative plant and
animal species are known to have entered the United States-although not
all have established harmful populations--and that the overall cost of the
harmful species is about $137 billion annually.17However, the estimates
that these aggregate studies relied on typicgly did not include an analysis
of whether control measures are desirable given their costs or what the
most cost-effective methods for preventing or controlling particular
invasive species would be. (Many of the estimates included in these
=regate studies also lack information on the impact of invasive species
on natural area ecosystems.)
It is not unusual for analyses to lack information for the assessment of the
cost-effectivenessof prevention and control measures. The most complete
data on invasive species damages, and prevention and control costs and
effectiveness are available for known pests that the USDA has identified as
serious threats to agriculture on the basis of past invasions. These include
diseases and pests such as the virus that causes foot-and-mouthdisease,
citrus canker, and the Mediterranean fruit fly. Yet, even for these pests,
relatively little is known about the likely success of alternative methods for
preventing their entry or controlling their spread. For example, an official
in charge of risk analysis for USDKs Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Service (APHIS) told us that there is a general lack of information on the

"U.S. Congress, Office of TechnologyAssessment, Harqful Non-Indigemus Species

i n the

United States, OTA-F666, Sept 1993, available on the Web from
http~//www..wws.princeton.edu/-ota/diskl/l993Ll326-n.html.
' I Pimentel et al., "Environmentaland Economic Costs Associated with Non-Indigenous
Species in the United States,"BioScience,Jan. 2000. This estimate has not been m s t e d for
inflation. The researchens combined dollar estimates rkresenting differentyears from
different studies without Wusthg them for inflation.
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likely success of different measures-short of outright bans on the.
importation of some products-that could be used to prevent the
impor@ion of invasive species into the country. He said that even for a
pest such as the one that causes foot-and-mouthdisease, for which the
potential costs of an outbreak have been studied, data are not available on
the cost-effectiveness of many preventionlmethods. Prevention methods
could range from a ban of all products that might carry the disease from all
countries known to harbor it to less stringent restrictions that allow more
trade but that might provide less protection. For invasive species that have
previously entered the United States and caused damages, there is also
little information available on the likelihood that they will do so again at
particular times and by particular pathways. Even less information of this
nature is available for non-agriculturalpests. More comprehensive analyses
that include such information may help decision makers allocate limited
resources among different prevention and control efforts.
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A third way in which the narrow scope of many estimates may limit their
usefulness is that they focus on the impact of species that are known to
cause problems but do not provide decision makers with information on
the likelihood that new species will invade and cause damage. The typical
estimate includes data on the damages already caused by species or the
money spent to control them. The OTA and Cornell estimates mentioned
above are largely based on these types of estimates. Other examples
include USDA's report that it cost about $26 million between 1996 and 2000
to remove trees infested with Asian long-homed beetle in New York and
Illinoi~'~
and the estimate by North Dakota State University researchers in
1996 that three species of knapweed cause about $48 million per year in
damage to Montana's economy.'' Data such as these can be used to
estimate the continued effects of a species in the same location or the
potential effects in a new location. For example, researchers used data on
the effects that the European green crab had had on East Coast fisheries to
estimate that this invasive species could damage native oyster, clam and
crab fisheries on the West Coast by as much as $54 million per year." (See
fig. 4 for more information on the European green crab.)

USDA, APHIS, Pest Risk A$sessments Pest Risk Assessment for Importation of
Solid Wood Packing Materials into the United States,App. B: Case Histories of
Previous Introductions of Forest Pests, Aug. 2000, available on the Web from
http:/~.aphis.usdagov/pp~rafswpm/.
Is

'

'@
Hirsch and hitch, "TheImpact of Knapweed on Montana's Economy,"Agricultural
Economics Report No. 366,Department of Agricultural Economics, North Dakota State
University,July 1996.
Lafferty and Kuris, "BiologicalControl of Marine Pests,"Ecology, 77(7), Oct. 1996.
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However, experts in biological invasions caution that it is difficult to
extrapolate from a past invasion event to introductions of new species that
have not occurred. According to an official with the Department of the
Interior, decision makers need guidance on which potential invasive
species pose the greatest threat to the United States and how to best design
policies for combating them. Some researchers suggest that the best way of
protecting ourselves from invasive species is to try to predict new arrivals
of potentially invasive species, study the basic biology of probable new
arrivals, and work on biological controls for them as part of a program for
early detection and rapid response.21One environmental scientist has
suggested that one of the best ways to predfctthe introduction of and
damage from species new to the United States is to study recent
introductions of species into other countries that have ecosystems similar
to those in this c ~ u n t r yWhile
. ~ USDA and others have done some studies
of this type, particularly for agricultural pests, the preponderance of
economic analysis has focused on species that have already invaded the
United States rather than on new species that could invade in the future.

'' M e r t y and Kuris.
Quk,"Workshop on development of regional invasive species information hubs in North
~meri&and ,Southern Afriq" A l i m newsletter, World Conservation Union, No. 13,2001,

available on the Web from http:/h..iasg.orglaliens-newsletter/-
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flgun?4: Pmffle of the European Green Crab

Mlgratlon Path: The European green crab, a native of Europe and northern Africa, was Rrst discovered along the Atlantic coast of the
United States between New Jersey and Cape Cod in 1817. H appeared in the Chesapeake Bay region in 1879 and most recently off the
masts ~f Callfomia, Oregon, and Washington State in 1998. Green crabs are transported in a number of ways, including in ships' ballast
water, by attaching themselves to ships' hulls, through live seafood trade, and by water currents.
Ecological Effects: European green crabs are predatory and feed on many types of organisms.
including clams, oysters, mussels, and other small crustaceans. They are generally quicker and more
dexterous than native crabs and can outcampete other crabs for food and habitat. The green crab is
also host to the acanthocephalanworm, which develops in various species of crustaceans. Fish.
birds, and domestic and wild mammals ingest the crabs containing adult worms, and the worms
establish themMIws as parasites in the host's digestive tract. In Alaska, the dangers posed by
aquatic lnvasive species such as the green crab have prompted the Department of Fish and Game to
release a plan outlining a program to prevent the spread of future aquatic invasiw species.
Economic Impacts: While the full range of emnomic impacts has not been estimated, the European
grean crab may have a significant impact on'the dam, ayster, and mussel industries, as well as on
crab fishing. The Congres'sionalResearch Service estimates the potentialeconomic damage to shellfish production on the West Coam at
about $44 million per year.
Control #assures: European green crab control measures include trapping and removing the crabs from the coastal marina ecosystem.
Binlogical and chemical methods have also been proposed, but research for the implementation of these methods has not been done.

Areas whore grwn crab
has t m n tourto

sources: G

*

*

\

'

*

A analysis;
~
photo, U.S. Geological SUN&.
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More Comprehensive
Analyses Are Po&ntially
More Useful to
Decision Makers
I

While most of the analyses that we reviewed have limitations in their scope
that lessen their usefulness to decision makers, some used a more
comprehensive approach. Some analyses accounted more fully for the
expected costs and benefits to producers and consumers of different
control measures. For example, to further improve analysis of the expected
costs and benefits of control measures, the Risk Assessment and
Management Committee under the Aquatic Nuisance species Task Force
expanded the scope of existing federal risk assessment processes and
methodologies to include the socioeconomic impacts of invasive species.=
In a case study covering, in part, the effects of importing the Asian black
carp, U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) researchers balanced the potential for
economic gains from intentionally introducing this species--it eats snails
that may harbor parasites in fishponds and zebra mussels in the wildagainst the potential for economic and environmental damage if it became
established in the
Risks were estimated by expert judgment. Based
upon the outcome of the assessment, the Aquatic Nuisance Species Task
Force decided that establishment of this species would create an
unacceptable level of potential harm. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has
proposed amending its regulations to add the Asian black carp to a list of
injurious fish, crustacean, and mollusk species that are not allowed to be
imported into the United States.%

National Science and Technolorn Council, Committee on Environment and Natural
Resources,Ecological Risk ~sses~smsnt
in tke Federal Gomment, CENWb991001,
Chapter 4: Nonindigenous Species, May 1999, available on the Web fmm
httpJ/www.nnic.noaa.gov/CENWecorisk.pd
24 Nico and Williams, "Risk 'hsessment on Black c&," USGS, Report to the Risk
Assessment and Management Committee of the Aquatic Nuisance Species Tgsk Force,
Oct. 1996.

"67 Fed. Reg. 49280 (July 30,2002).
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Researchers also recently discussed how the benefits from integrating risk
assessment and benefit cost analysis into the regulatory process can
provide decision makers with more information than is availablewhen only
a single dimension of information is considered. These two dimensions of
information give decision makels an opportunity to evaluate the tradeoffs
that they face when they choose among alternative regulatory measuresaZ6
The researchers a d d r e d the question of the tradeoff between banning
the imports of commodities that may harbor invasive species and eqjoying
the benefits of those commodities. As an example, they analyzed a partial
ban on imports of Mexican avocados and found that, based on the
assessment of invasion risk alone, the ban seemed to have greater benefits
than costs.n However, when they incorporated into their analysis the costs
to U.S. consumers that the ban would impose in terms of reduced
availability of low-cost avocados, they found that less stringent regulations
would likely be more desirable than the ban.

A s another example, the same researchers demonstrated the benefit of
integrating benefit cost analysis and risk assessment simultaneously into
the evaluation of risk management options for the invasive fungus that
causes Kamal bunt disease in wheat. In this case, they illustrated how
analyses that estimate invasion risks and costs and benefits for control
programs for this species but do not acljust benefit estimates of the control
program components for risk may not help decision makers choose control
policies with thc greatest overall benefit. USDA had estimated that the
Karnal bunt fungus could cause more than $600 million per year in
damages to the U.S. wheat industry by reducing the amount of wheat
suitable for export and had adopted a program to control the spread of the
fungus.28However, researchers found that the USDXs estimate was
incomplete, in part because it focused on reducing the probability of an
outbreak of the disease by adopting multiple quarantine options but did not
examine whether each option was an economically efficient quarantine
policy. When the researchers examined these options individually, they
were able to identify the most efficient options, that is, those imposing the
least cost on producers. According to these researchers, by not adopting

Orden, Narrod, and Glauber, "LeastTrade Restrictive Sanitary and Phytosanitary Policies:
The Analytic Framework Is There, the Specific Answers Are Not,"Oct 2000, available on
the Web from http:l~.usdagov/agency/~~e/orac~ers/orden.h~.
60 Fed. Reg. 34832 (July 3,1996).

"62 Fed. Reg. 24763 (May 6,1997).
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only the most efficient options, the costs of the agency's program for
controlling the spread of the' fungus exceeded the program's benefit. The
researchers suggest that failure to look at the expected marginal benefits
and costs of various quarantine options may have led to the adoption of an
unnecessarily cost$ quarantine policy.
~ n o d eway
r in which some estimates have been more comprehensive is by
including an examination of the impact of invasive species on more than
just commercial commodities. For example, in estimating the effect of
gypsy moth caterpillars on forest trees, researchers estimated that benefits
from programs that would slow their spread would be between $1 billion
and $4.8 billion in present value, depending on their rate of spread and the
control programs adopted, in increased timber production, recreational
opportunities, residential and scenic land values, water quality and other
amenities, over 26 years.28In another example, researchers used an
economic model based on property values to estimate damages to
lakefront properties in New Hampshire from milfoil, an invasive aquatic
weed that causes serious economic, recreational, and ckological damage.
Their estimates showed that between 1990 p d lQ96,property values on
rnilfoil-infested lakes were about 16 percent lower than similar properties
on uninfested lakes.s0According to an official with the Department of
Commerce, the state of New Hampshire adopted a program to control this
invasive weed on the basis of-thisstudy.
Finally, some analysts are taking more comprehensive approaches
by analyzing the likelihood that species will be introduced, become
establilihed,and cause harm in particular geographic areas or via particular
pathways. For example, a researcher has built upon earlier USDA work on
pest risk assessment to evaluate the likelihood of establishment of
Eurasian poplar leaf rust.31 The researcher combined information on the

"Leuschner et al., "PotentialBenefits of Slowing the Gypsy Moth's Spread,"Sauthep
J0umq.l of Applied F m h y , 20(2), 1996.

.

Halstead et al., "An Hedonic Analysis of the Effects of an Exotic Invader (MyriophyIIum
hetemphyllum) on New Hampshire Lakefront Properties,"paper presented at the Annual
Conference of the Northeastern Agricultural and Resource Economics Association, Bar
Harbor,Maine, June 2000.

'' Cohen, "Evaluating the Risks of Importation of Exotic Pests Using Geospatial Analysis

and a Pest Risk Ayessment Model,"Proceedings of the First International Conference on
Geospatial Information in Agriculture and Forestry, Lake Buena Vista, Florida, June 1998,
(building on Orr
available on the Web from http~l//www.aphis.usda.gov/ppd/evaluating.pdf,
et al., 'Generic NonIndigenous Pest Risk Assessment Process,"USDA, APHIS, Nov. 1993).
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incidence of the disease and the location of susceptible plant hosts in the
United States with data on past invasions of this species in similar
ecosystems abroad, to assess the likely danger to geographic areas in the
United States.

In another example, USDA examined the likelihood that the Eurasian
pine shoot beetle would enter and spread via various pathways and which
pathways would impose the greatest risk of harm.32This beetle emerged as
a new and potentially serious pest of timber in the upper midwestern
United States in 1992. Potential losses from the beetle were large, and the
state of Michigan proposed 26 mitigation measures that would have
included large expenditures on pesticide sprays. USDA's analysis, which
included a risk assessment of the likely pathways by which the beetle might
spread, showed that 99.8 percent of the risk of spread occurred by one
pathway in a 2-week period during the timber's processing. Using this
information, the timber industry took appropriate control measures during
this 2-week period to effectively manage the risk at low cost and without
the need for regulation.

Recent Actions May Prompt
More Comprehensive
Analyses

Recent federal actions may help to prompt further improvements in the
economic impact analysis available to decision makers. Among other
things, Executive Order 13112 calls on federal agencies to prevent the
introduction of invasive species, and to detect, respond rapidly to, and
sound manner. The
control them in a cost-effective and en~ir'onmentall~
execdtive order also directs agencies to determine that the benefits of
any actions they take that a? likely to cause or promote the introduction
or spread of invasive species clearly outweigh the potential harm caused by
the species and to take measures to minimize the risk of harm in
conjunction with these actions. Implementing the order will thus
require agencies to undertake more comprehensive studies of risks, costs,
and benefits.

" AN,The Role of Risk Analysis in Integrated Pest Management,"in K. Smith, Reducing

~nviknmentaland ~ e a l t ~
h i ~ k . s j h&picultuml&&;
m
Pol*
Crmsidtrrations,
available on the Web h m httpJ/ers.usda.gov/publi~ion~p1542/MPlWe.PDF.
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In addition, the federal Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force has
developed a process to evaluate the risk of introducing nonnative
organisms into a new environment and, if needed, determine the correct
management steps to mitigate that risk.= 'l%e task force has also developed
guidelines to provide direction to assist states in the development of their
own management plans for aquatic nuisance species.s4The guidance,
formally adopted by the task force in 2000, emphasizes a need for feasible,
cost-effective, comprehensive plans that can be developed quickly, and can
be used to focus on the most pressing species problems that can be
effectively managed. As an example of hqw these efforts have been used,
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, USDAk Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, in codunction with state authorities, have prevented the
spread of the aquatic weed caulerpa in U.S. coastal waters.%

The task force was established pursuant to the Nonindigenous Aquatic Nuisance Control
and Prevention Act of 1990 to coordinate government efforts related to nonindigenous
aquatic species in the U.S.with regional, &te, and local entities. It is cochaired by the Fish
and Wildlife Service and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admhhtration. "Generic
Nonindigenous Aquatic Organisms Risk Analysis Review Process,"report to the Aquatic
Nuisance S~ecies
Ilurk Force. Oct. 1996. available on the Web from

33

Aquatic Nuisance Species Ilurk Force, "Guidance for State and Interstate Aquatic
Nuisance Species Management Plans,"Nov. 2000, available on the Web from
http://www.anstaSkforce.gov/state_guidance.
htm.

"Keppner and Caplen, "A Prevmtion Progmm for theMeditarranean Strain of CauLwpa
-

ta~iJolia,"submitted to the Aquatic Nuisance Speqies b k Force, Aug. 1998, available on
the Web from http:l/www..~kforce.gov/CauIerpiihh.
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USDA has also taken recent steps to refine its risk assessment practices.
Over the years, in making decisions about allowing the importation of
certain agricultural commodities from countries known to harbor
potentially serious plant pests, USDA occasionallyused analysis that led to
partial rather than outright bans of those commodities in recognition of
both risks of invasion and the benefits that consumers would obtain from
access to that commodity.%An impetus for doing more of this type of
analysis was international trade agreements that call for the United States
and others to use the least restrictive measures to protect against invasive
pests. In other words, the trade agreementsprohibit countries from
imposing outright bans of certain agricultural commodities if biological and
economic data show that partial bans would be just as effective. Partly in
response to these agreements, USDA's Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Service issued for the first time in August 2001 guidelines for the agency to
use when assessing the risks posed by diseases and pests." These
guidelines state that risk assessments should consider the probable
biological and economic consequences of the entry and establishment of
invasive species, as well as the likelihood that those species will enter.
However, according to the chief of APHIS Risk Assessment Systems,
agency assessments done in the past frequently focused on the
likelihood that species will enter and become established and, because of a
lack of credible data, were less focused on their biological and
economic consequences.
Moreover, USDA recently established a task team to improve the ways in
which risk assessment is incorporated into the department's analyses of the
economic impacts of invasive species. Agency officials said that this effort
would better enable federal decision makers to adhere to Executive Order
13112's emphasis on a risk-based approach to dealing with invasive species.
In addition, the officids said that the information generated by the task
team would also help the National Invasive Species Council implement the
national management plan, which calls for a risk-based approach to
preventing potential,invasive species from becoming established.%
38 National Plant Board, Preventing the Introduction o
f Plant Pathogens: l%e Rob and
Application of the "SystemsApproach" ( d d t document),Feb. 2002, available on the Web
from http://~.apphis.usdagov~p4/systemsapproach/.

" Risk Assessment Review Standards,USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service,

Aug. 2001.

* National Invasive Species Council,Meeting the Invasive Species (3cdbnge: Management
Plan, 2001.
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The National
Management Plan
Lacks a Clear LongTern Outcome, and lts
Implementation Has
Been Slow
V

Officials from the National Invasive Species Council staff and departments
within the council agreed that improved economic analysis would help
the federal government develop an overall budget for invasive species
programs. However, they cautioned that the capacity of the federal
government to do this work is limited. Specifically, there are limits to the
data available on the biology of invasive species and the impacts they
have-particularly on natural ecosystems-and the effectiveness of control
methods. The officials also stated that there are not enough resources
devoted to analyzing the impacts of invasive species.

While the National Invasive Species Council's 2001 management plan,
Meeting the Invasive Species Challenge, calls for actions that are likely to
help control invasive species, it lacks a clear long-term outcome and
quantifiableperformance criteria against which to evaluate the overall
success of the plan. Federal officials recognize that there are deficiencies
in the plan and are working toward improving it. At present, however, the
only available performance measure that can be used to assess overall
progress is the percentage of planned actions that have been completed by
the due dates set in the plan. By this measure, implementation has been
slow. Specifically, the council departments have completed less than
,
20 percent of the planned actions that were called for by September 2002,
although they have begun work on others. A large majority of the members
of the invasive species advisory committee who responded to our survey
believe that the pace of implementation is inadequate. In addition, some of
the actions that agencies have reported to the council are not clearly linked
to coordinated implementation of the management plan. Our survey and
other evidence indicate numerous reasons for the slow progress, including
delays in establishing implementation teams that will be responsible for
carrying out the planned actions, the low priority given to implementation
by the council, and the lack of funding and shortage of staff responsible for
doing the work. Another factor contributing to slow progress was the need
to transition to a new administration. However, while the national
management plan calls for many actions that would likely contribute to
preventing and controlling invasive species, even if the actions in the plan
were more fully implemented their effect would be uncertain because they
typically do not call for quantifiable improvements in invasive species
management or control.
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National Invasive Species
Management Plan Does Not
Clearly Define a Long-Term
Outcome or Contain
Performance Measures

The national management plan does not clearly define a long-term outcome
or measures of success as are called for by sound management principles.
The executive order states that the management plan shall "detail and
recommend performance-oriented goals and objectives and specific
measures of success for federal agency efforts concerning invasive
species." Consistent with that requirement, the council and its advisory
committee adopted as one of their guiding principles that efforts to manage
invasive species are most effective when they have goals and objectives
that are clearly defined and prioritized. Both the executive order and this
guiding principle are also consistent with the Government Performance
and Results Act of 1993,which emphasizes setting measurable goals and
holding agencies accountable by evaluating performance against
those goal^.^
I

However, the council did not articulate in the p l b a long-term outcome
or condition toward which the federal government should strive. For
example, the plan does not contain overall performanceariented goals and
objectives, such as reducing the introduction of new species by a
certain percentage or halting the spread of established species on public
lands: Instead, the plan contains an extensive list of actions that, while
likely'to contribute to preventing and controlling invasive species, are not
clearly part of a comprehensive strategy.
~ i m i l b lmany
~ , of the actions in the plan call for the federal departments to
take certain steps rather than achieve specific results and do not have
measurable outcomes. For example, the plan calls for the council,
starting in January 2001, to work with relevant organizations to "expand
opportunitiesto share information,technologies, and technical capacity on
the control and management of invasive species with other countries."
Another action item calls for the council to have outlined by June 2001 a
plan for a campaign to encourage U.S. travelers to voluntarily reduce the
risk of spreading invasive species overseas. Other actions call for the
council to support international conferences and seminars. We believe that
these types of actions are more process-oriented than outcome-oriented.
Taken individually, the actions may be useful, but it will be difF1cult to judge
whether or not they are successful and ha~e~contributed
to an overall goal.

30 P.L. 103-62(1993).
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Respondents to our survey also raised concerns about the lack of
measurability in the plan. While the mqjority of respondents (17 of 23)
said that the plan is focused on the most important issues, 9 criticized it for
a lack of specificity or a clear mechanism for measuring effectiveness or
holding departments accountable for implementing it. Of these, several
commented that it is unclear how we will know when actions are
implemented and completed Others noted that there are no consequences
for the council, staff, or agencies if they miss deadlines. Other stakeholders
made similar comments to us. For example, one person who was involved
in the development of the management p l h told us that it represents a
"fundamentally misguided approach" and that it contains no coherent goal
or measures of success. He said that the plan should have measures of
success such as a reduction in the rate of introduction or spread of species.
Another stakeholder said that the plan is unclear with regard to what
actions would be enough to help solve the problem and echoed concerns
about the difficulty measuring success. Eight respondents to our survey,
however, made more positive comments about the degree of specificity in
the plan, stating that the plan was clear, measurable, and achievable and
that it had very specific actions with deadlines for agencies to implement.
The council acknowledged in the plan itself that many of the details
of the actions called for would require further development in the
implementation phase. The Department of the Interior's Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Performance and Management told us that the plan was
developed with little input from people trained in performance
management processes. In addition, the Executive Director of the council
staff told us that, in her opinion, given the scope of this first-time effort, it
would have been unrealistic and difficult to also agree on specific
measurable goals. She also said that in many areas, the federal government
does not have the dalh on invasive species conditions needed to set longterm goals and develop better perfonqance measures. She said that many
of the actions called for in the management plan are designed to help
develop needed data. In their comments on our draft report, EPA and the
Department of the Interior also noted that it would be difficult to apply
performance measures to invasive species management activities.
The executive order calls for the council to revise the plan by January 2003.
However, the Executive Director of the council told us that the council and
the advisory committee had agreed not to begin revising the management
plan h t i l after the council prepares a progress report on the plan. That
report is also due to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) in
January 2003.

GAO-08-1Invasive Species

The council is in the process of working with OMB on implementing one of
the planned actions that should help to establish a desired outcome and
relevant performance measures. The plan called for a crosscut budget
proposal for federal agency expenditures concerning invasive species
beginning in fiscal year 2003. The council and OMB are hoping to have a
proposal ready for the fiscal year 2004 budget cycle. According to the
Department of the Interior official responsible for this project on behalf of
the council, the proposal will represent the beginnings of a strategic plan
for the federal government's invasive species activities. It will be
performance-oriented with common long-term goals, intermediate
goals,,and definitions for the relevant departments. OMB will identify
performance measures with help from a task team of federal stakeholders
and will initially focus on early detection and rapid response, control, and
prevention. According to the council, the proposal for fmcal year 2004 will
"notrepresent the totality of invasive species expenditures or efforts but
will primarily focus on the activities of the Departments of the Interior,
Agriculture, and Commerce.

National Invasive Species
Council Departments
Have Completed a
Small Percentage of Actions
in the Management Plan

While the council has not reported on implementation of the plan, we
estimate that, as of September 2002, council departments had completed
less than 20 percent of the actions that the plan had called for by that date.
The departments have started work on other planned actions, including
some that have a deadline after September 2002 and that the council
believes are a high priority. When asked to ' m e s s implementation of the
plan, ,18of the 2 1advisory committee meinbers who responded to that
question said that the council was making inadequate or very inadequate
progress. Survey comments and other evidence indicate various reasons
for the lack of progress. Delays in implementing the plan will hamper
agency efforts to prevent and control invasive species as intended by the
executive order.

Lack of Departmental Reporting
Hinders Measurement of
Progress

It has been difficult to quantitatively measure the council's progress in
implementing the management plan because only 6 of the 10 member
depaftments had submitted reports summarizing the steps they had taken
to implement the plan. The plan calls for departments to submit such
reports annually beginning in October 2001. Council staff aggregated the
reports that were submitted into one summary of activities. These annual
reports would be used to cany out yet another requirement of the
executive order and management plan that calls for the council to revise
the plan by January 2003.
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Several survey respondents commented that it was difficult for them to
evaluate the council's progress in implementing the plan because
i n f o ~ a t i o nfrom the council had been ininadequate.
For example, some
respondents wrote that the level of interaction between them and the
council was not sufficient, and that feedback to the advisory committee
from the council on implementation progress has been poor.
The management plan also calls for the council to establish a "transparent
oversight mechanism" that engages public involvement. The purpose of the
oversight mechanism would be for use by federal agencies in complying
with the executive order and reporting on its implementation, which
includes the management plan. The plan called for the mechanism to be in
place by April 2001, but according to the council staff, work has not
yet begun.

The Council Has Completed Less
Than 20 Percent of Planned
Actions

I

Our review of the council's summary of department actions, which focused
on the 66 planned actions with due dates through September 2002 (an
additional 21 planned actions have due dates after September 2002, for a
total of 86), revealed that less than 20 percent of the actions due by
'
September 2002 were complete.40Several actions completed on time
related to the development of the council's Web site, which is found at
www.invasivespecies.gov. Another completed action concerned a series of
regional workshops on invasive species for policymakers that the council,
led by the Department of State, cohosted with countries such as Brazil, .
Costa Rica, Denmark, Thailand, and Zambia. Also in accord with the plan,
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the Coast Guard,
the Department of the Interior, and EPA have sponsored research related to
ballast water management.
~ e ~ a k m e nand
t s the council staff have also started work on over
60 percent of the other planned actions, including some that have a due
date beyond September 2002. For example, departmental representatives
and the council staff are working with the President's Council on
Environmental Quality on guidance to federal agencies on how to consider
the issue of invasive species as they prepare analyses required by the
National Environmental Policy Act. However, the guidance is not expected
to be ready until early 2003, past its August 2001 target date. USDA has
begun work on additional regulations to further reduce the risk of species
The.plancalled for sevepl of the actions to &ut bya celtain date, while most were to be
by a certain date.
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introductionsvia solid wood packing materials, but the department did
not m k t the management plan's January 2002 deadline. (See fig. 5 for
information on the Asian long-homed beetle, an invasive species that
entered the United States in solid wood packing material.) Council
departments have begun work on a national public awareness campaigncataloging existing public awareness programs and conducting a survey of
public attitudes toward inwive species-and are seeking budget approval
for s6rting the campaign in fiscal year 2004.They missed the June 2002
completion date called for in the plan. Among those actions that the
council is worlbg on that are not due until after September 2002 is a
risk-based comprehensive screening system for evaluating first-time
intentionally introduced nonnative species, which is due by
December 2003.According to council staff, the complexities of
implementing a screening system dictate that the departments work on this
now. According to council staff, work is also underway on a coordinated
rapid response program due by July 2003.
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flgure 5: Pmfile of the Aslan Long-Horned Beetle

Mlgratlon Path: Native to China, Japan, and Korea, the Asian long-hornedbeetle made its way from China to the United States in 1996
inside wood packing material. In the United States, the first beetle infestation occurred in Newhrk; defiplte the Department of Agriculture's
(USDA) nationwide Asian long-horned beetle pest alert campaign, the beetle was seen 2 years later in Chicago. Since 1998, no other
Asian long-horned beetle infestation has been discovered, although the beetles have been seen in paking material
at warehouse storage facilities.

Ecological Effects: The Asian long-horned beetle attacks horse chestnut trees, a variety of maples, and other
hardwood trees. Adult females lay up 90 eggs, which hatch into worm-like larvae that boreinto the trunks, branches,
and heartwood of trees. USDA reports that if the Asian long-horned beetle establishes itself in the United States, it
could muse more damage than Dutch elm disease, chestnut Might, and gypsy moths combined, potentially
, ,
destroying mlllions of acres of hardwood forest.
Economlc Impacts: The beetle could damage the U.S. lumber, maple syrup, nursery, commercialfruit, and tourism
industrim. If left uncontrolled,the USDA estimates the Asian long-horned beetle and other Chinese wood-boring
insects could cause as much as $138 billion per year In damage tojhe U.S. economy.
Control Measures: The most effective method of eradicating the Asian long-horned beetle is to cut down, chip, and burn infested trees
and replace them with nonhost species.The insecticide imidadoprid is increasingly being used with other methodsto protect trees and
eradicate the pest. USDA's Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service and the cities of New York and Chicago have invested over $30
million in efforts to eradicate the beetle and protect the 6.7 million trees in New York C
i
t
y and Chicago.

i

g Asian long-horned

beetle infestations
Warehouse detections
of Aslan long-horned beetle

Sources: GAO analysis; photo, USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection Sewice.
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~ h e r e ' a ralso
e actions in the plan that the council has not started to work
on. For example, the council has not acted on the item in the plan that
called for draft legislation by January 2002 to authorize tax incentives and
otherwise encourage participation of private landowners in restoration
programs. Nor has the council moved to ensure that a clearly defined
'
process and procedures be in place by July 2001 to help resolve
jurisdictional and other disputes regarding invasive species issues.
W o respondents to our survey commented,onthe lack of council progress
toward a resolution process, citing the need for it in-casessuch as one
where federal agencies are taking contradictory actions with respect to an
invasive rangeland grass (see fa.6 for more on buffelgrass). In its
comments on our draft report, EPA emphasized the significance of this
deficiency and noted that there are other situations where a resolution
process is needed, such as fish stocking to enhance recreational fisheries
and using genetically modffied organisms in aquaculture and agriculture.
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MlgraUonPath: BuffelRragiis a perennialgrass nafiveto Africa and lndkz It was intmducd intothe United Slates in 1048 as forage pfor l'Nestw+ in
SouthTexasbecauseit can Memte drought and in H m "because R can mnttdadon. LMfelgrassseedsam spread bjtho wind and transported in the

fur.dmhals.

Ecdogld Elleds: This in\wderforms dense thickets that displace naiiw spedes and, because of itsflammability,can inhadurn
hinto ecosystemswhere fbe does not normally pla/ a mle. In Hawaii, buffelgrassis repladng the mtk gtass, M6, which was used
in maldng hula sldrts. In many areas of SouthTc~cas,buffelgrasshas displaced much oi the native vegatation, indudlngthe
endarpredSouthTevss ambrasia,an herbaceousperennhl phnt Whsn wildtiresqccur, ratheplants dten die w i y burned,
~
Mfelgrass, b w m r , M I y gx& m v .s8edli wahin days Thsse seedlings q i d i y keama fieldsof
which is
difffcut lo eradld. Sinm MtelgrassinvadedA r m ' s Sonoran Desert, f l there have h a s e d in frequencyand size.
EconomfcImpacta:We found no &imam ofthe emnomicimpads of Mfelgrass.
Corrtrol Maesures: Efperts are douW that buffelgrasscan be mnlmUedfor the fdlcMing reasons:(1) it withstands d n g and
lnhltlts effortsto cOg it up;and (3)nalther herWddesna
gradng. whkh haw been shown to actually Increase plant grmlh; (2) Its long, dense mot
burning MISthe plantsConkwrsy is rnoladingo m the benefitsof bufblgtassuse and its eartogiil effects. While the USM$ Agriarlhrral Research
Service isinvobd in ddoping a cold-weafher sham to extend the range of b~Mgmssforl
ithe Dopartme? of the Interids Fish andWildli
Service and Natk#lal Park Senrice are omowned W the spead d &sting bunelgrassbecause oi its a b i b to spread, futd tire, and c w t - c m p b mtkm
plants.

M

*B

Q

,

maynd-

. .

Sources: GAO analysis; photo, U.S. Geological Survey.
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The majority of the advisory committee members responding to our survey
noted the lack of progress made by the council agencies. Eighteen of the 2 1
members who responded to a question about implementation said that that
the council was making inadequate or very inadequate progress. One noted
that the only clear achievement to date is the,council'sWeb site.

Some of the Agencies' Actions
Are Not Clearly Linked to
Coordinated Implementation
of the Management Plan

In our view, while'it is apparent that the agencies are taking various actions
to address invasive species issues, the actions the agencies have reported
to the council often do not represent coordinated progress toward
implementation of the plan or management of the problem. The executive
order and the management plan both emphasized the need for coordination
among agencies. As evidence of that emphasis, a majority of the actions in
the management plan are to be carried out by multiple agencies. However,
the actions that the agencies reported to the council often did not appear to
be directly linked to each other or be directly responsive to the specific
actions called for by the management plan. In our survey, several advisory
committee members also commented that coordination has
been inadequate.
For example, the management plan called for the council to implement by
January 2002 a process for identifying high-priority invasive species
that are likely to be introduced unintentionally and for which effective
mitigation tools are necessary. One agency noted to the council that it had
contracted with professional societies to provide a list of the most harmful
insect, weed, and disease plant pests that are not yet present in the country
or present but not widely distributed. It also noted that it has a risk
assessment procedure for identifying pesq that may be introduced with
commodities such as agricultural products. A second agency noted that it
had held a workshop to identify potentially invasive species that might
enter the nation's waters from Eastern Europe. A third agency indicated
that it is providing training for firefighters to reduce the spread of weeds
from one Fie site to another. While these activities are related to the
planned action, they do not indicate that the agencies are working together
through the council to implement a process for identifying high priority
species as called for by the plan.
The Executive Director of the council acknowledged that some of the
actions reported by agencies did not seem to directly link to the
management plan, although such information was useful for overall
coordination purposes. She said that in the future implementation teams
would help the agencies focus on those actions that are directly linked to
the management plan. The Executive Director and one of the Assistant
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Directors of the council told us that they believe that increased
coordination has been an important accomplishment and that agency
officials are now routinely talking with each other about invasive species
management issues. In comments on our draft report, the Department of
the Interior also noted that coordination and communication among the
agencies has increased.

Slow Progress on
Management; Plan Due to
a
Of Factors

Our survey and other evidence indicate that the slow progress in
implementing the management plan has been caused by a combination of
factors, including delays in forming teams responsible for developing
specific implementation plans, the lack of priority given to the plan by the
council as a whole and by the departments individually, and insufficient
funding specifically targeted to support the plan. Progress was also
slowed by the need to transition from the previous administration to the
current administration.

Delays Forming Implementation

In October 2000, before issuing the management plan, the advisory
committee and council staff agreed that implementation teams made up of
federal and nonfederal stakeholders were needed to put the management
plan into action. The advisory committee members and council staff agreed
that the teams should be under the auspices of the advisory committeeand
be closely aligned to the maor sections of the management plan.
Specifically, the teams would be responsible for "delivery" of the planned
actions. For example, a prevention team would be responsible for guiding
implementation of the actions relevant to'prevention. However, for various
reasons, most implementation teams were not formed until June 2002.
Specifically:

Teaxils

The Executive Director of the council told us that she did not believe it
would have been appropriate to form the implementation teams until
after the management plan was issued in January 2001.
i

The change in administration then delayed action on implementing the
plan by about 6 months because it took time for cabinet secretaries-the members of the council-and other political appointees to be
nominated and confirmed; departments were ready to move forward
with forming the implementation teams in the fall of 2001.
By that time, the first term of all of the advisory committee members
was approaching its end in November 2001 and because the advisory
committee members were to be an inte'gral part of the implementation
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teams, the Executive Director told us it did not make sense to form the
teams until the next advisory committee was convened.
Appointment of the second set of advisbi-y committee members was
delayed until April 2002 for a number-of reasons, including the
temporary loss of e-mail and regular mail delivery at the Department of
the I n t e ~ i o r . ~ ~
The second advisory committee held its first meethg in May 2002,and
committee members and council staff decided that the implementation
teams should not meet until after the advisory committee members had
a chance to review the teams' responsibilities and membership and
discuss them at greater length at their next scheduled meeting in June

2002.
In June 2002,nine implementation teams were created that largely
mirror sections of the management plan' (all but two of the teams will
comprise federal and nonfederal members).
The ~xecutiveDirector of the council told us the decision to create
implementation teams of federal and nonfederal members under the
auspices of the advisory committee was in part in recognition of the
importance of getting consensus from key stakeholders early in the
implementation process. She told us that she recognizes that there are
potential problems with the teams comprising a disparate group of federal
and nonfederal stakeholders. Specifically, logistical problems in getting the
teams together and disputes within the teams could delay the federal
departments in taking action to implement the plan. She said that the
council would have to monitor the teams closely to determine whether or
not they are effective.
I

The delay in establishing the implementation teams has hindered the
agencies in achieving an important objective of both the executive order
and the management plan-coordinated action. Several respondents to our
survey commented that they had not seen adequate increases in the
amount of coordination, and some pointed to the delays in forming the

To avoid the problem of the advisory corninittee becoming temporarily inactive, the
Executive Director told us that the council has myified the terms of the advisory
committee members so that half have 2-year terms and half have %yearterms. As a result,
the committee will operate continuously.
4'
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teams as a cause. One respondent thought that federal departments and
agencies were continuingto pursue their own mandates and programs with
only a cursory regard for the franiework and cobrdination that the council
attempts to provide. The Executive Director of the council told us that she
expected coordination to improve as the implementation teams
become established.
In our view, the relationship of the a-ov
committee to the
implementation t e r n s has slowed progress on the plan and could continue
to do so. While we understand why the council decided to form the
implementation teams under the auspices df the advisory committee-to
foster consensus among key stakeholders early in the implementation
process-we believe that
decision may slow federal action.
Specifically, it may be difficult for teams of federal and nonfederal
stakeholders to put forth the concerted effort needed to implement the
management plan. We are also concerned that it will be difficult to hold the
departments accountable for carrying out the plan if they are relying upon
the actions of teams with federal and nonfederal members.

Lack of Priority from the Council
and Its Member Departments

About one-half of the respondents to our survey criticized the council and
the departments for not giving the plan a higher priority. For example,
several noted that it did not appear that the council had positioned itself to
take a leadership role in implementing the plan or that the plan was not a
high priority on the agendas of the leaders of the council's member
departments. In addition, numerous survey respondents said that the
individual departments needed to give the plan higher priority by providing
better support in staff and resources.
Our review of agencies1performance plans (prepared pursuant to the
Government Performance and Results Act) also indicates that
implementing the management plan is not a high priority for individual
agencies. We reviewed the performance plans of the three cochair
departments on the council (the departments of Agriculture, Commerce,
and the Interior), as well as those of the Department of Transportation, the
Environmental Protection Agency, and agencies within the Department of
the Interior (National Park Service, Bureau of Land Management, Fish and
Wildlife Service, and Geological Survey). While most of the agencies'
performance plans describe activities intended to control or manage
invasive species-and are therefore consistent with the national
management plan-none of the plans specifically identified as a measure of
performance implementing actions called for by the council's plan. As one
official from the Environmental Protection Agency told us, activities that
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are not in the agency's performance plan do not receive a high priority.
Nevertheless, the Department of the Interior official responsible for pulling
together the crosscut budget for invasive species programs told us that he
believes that process-because of its emphasis on performance
measures-will help departments link the management plan to their
performance plans.
With regard to the notion that the council was not giving the plan a high
priority, three of the 23 advisory committee members who responded to
our survey commented on the absence of specific legislative authority
establishing the council. One stated "the council needs to be approved
legislatively so that they are their own entity with better options to act."
Another said "Congress or the President needs to make this a priority
through legislation or funding. . . .Agencies need to be told this is a priority
and given funding to accomplish their goals." Because executive orders
such as the one that established the council do not provide any additional
authority to agencies, the Executive Director of the council noted that
legislative authority for the council, depending on how it was structured,
could be useful in implementing the management plan. Officials from
USDA, the Department of Defense, and EPA who are departmental liaisons
to the council also told us that legislative authority, if properly written,
would make it easier for council departments to implement the
management plan. The Congress has recently considered legislation that
would give the council certain responsibilities;namely to provide input into
decisions about allocating funds to local governments and other
organizations for controlling invasive plants. However, the Executive
Director of the council told us that such a requirement would be
unworkable if the legislation did not also formally establish the council and
a future administration decided to discontinue the executive order that
created the council.
j

The management plan calls for the council to conduct an evaluation by
January 2002 of the current legal authorities relevant to invasive species.
The council has not completed the evaluation. According to the plan,
the evaluation is to include an analysis of whether and how existing
authorities may be better utilized and could be used to develop
recommendations for changes in legal authority. However, it does not state
that the analysis should address whether the council itself is hampered in
its mission by not having specific legislative authority that would allow it to
direct its members to implement the national management plan.
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Insufficient Funding and Staff

In the management plan, the council stated that many of the actions could
be completed or at least initiated with current resources but that without
significant additional resources for existing and new programs it would not
be possible to accomplish the goals of the plan within the specified
tirneframes. The council also noted in its comments on the draft report that
it believes the timeframes in the plan are optimistic given current
resources. TWOof the actions in the plan called for federal agencies to
request additional funding for separate management functions through the
annual appropriationsprocess beginning in fiscal year 2003.According to a
summary prepared by the council, the President's budget request for
invasive species activities in f ~ c ayear
l 2003 was at least 23 percent more
than was requested in fiscal year 2002 (although slightly less than Congress
appropriated in fiscal year 2002).~~
The council went on to say in the plan
that estimates of the additional support required would depend on the
details of implementation schedules developed by federal agencies and
stakeholders.As we described above, however, the council and the
advisory committee have only recently created the teams that will be
responsible for working out the detailed plans for implementation.
Therefore, it is unclear what additional resources are needed and whether
the requested appropriations will be adequate to implement the plan.

In response to several of the questions in our survey, advisory
committee members cited the lack of funding as a'key reason for
poor implementation of the council's mdagement plan. (We did not
independently assess the adequacy of funding.) Of the 18 who said that the
council was inadequately implementing the plan, 9 said that funding was
insufficient. A typical comment was that the council members need to
make a better case to get Congress to support funding for an invasive
species line item. Over 70 percent of the respondents to another question
said that they knew of instances where federal agencies do not have the
resources to carry out actions in the national management plan. While
several respondents gave details on specific examples of where they
believe federal agencies have underfunded invasive species programs, four
others said that none of the agencies have the resources to implement the
management plan in its entirety.

,

,

" The council's budget summary did not include dath for all relevant agencies. Missing were
data from the Army Corps of Engineers, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the
Bureau of Reclamation.
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In addition, 19 of the 21 respondents to one question said that the
council had inadequate staff resources to serve the needs of the council.
(The council has had a staff of five to seven people in the last 2 years.) One
respondent said that the "level of funding now is token only and serves to
support the most minimal staffiing one can imagine for a national effort of
this scale. It's embarrassing." Many of the respondents said that the
council's staff are working h a ~ dand doing the best that they can. However,
respondents also commented that the staff is overwhelmed, faced with
substantial obstacles, and is not sufficient to support both the council and
advisory committee. Several respondents emphasized that the council staff
should be larger to more effectively push for implementation of the
management plan.

Ransition to New
Administration

Finally, the Executive Director of the council staff told us that, in her
opinion, progress on the management plan was slowed by the transition to
a new administration. High-level political appointments are often vacant
for months during the transition from one administration to another. A
senior official from the Department of the Interior pointed out in July 2002
that many key managers relevant to the crosscutting budget proposal had
been in office only a few months because of the time required to nominate
and abprove political appointees.

The Current
Regulations
Concerning Ballast
Water Management
Are Not Keeping
Invasive Species Out
of the Great I,akes

According to experts and agency officials we consulted, current efforts by
the United States and Canada are not adequate to prevent the introduction
of nonnative aquatic organisms into the Great Lakes via ballast water of
ships, and they need to be improved. Compliance with regulations is high
but nonnative aquatic organisms are still entering and establishing
themselves in the Great Lakes ecosystem. U.S. and Canadian agency
officials believe that they should do more to protect the Great Lakes from
ballast water discharges. However, several time-intensivesteps must be .
taken before the world's commercial fleet is equipped with effective
treatment technologies. In the meantime, the continued introduction of
nonnative aquatic organisms could have a mdor economic and ecological
impact on the Great Lakes.

--

Compliance with
U.S. Regulations Is High, but
Nonnative Aquatic
Entering
Organisms Are
the Great Lakes

-

Since 1993, U.S. regulations have governed how vessels entering the
Great Lakes from outside the Exclusive Economic Zone, a zone extending
200 nautical miles from the shore, must manage their ballast water.43To
be allowed to discharge ballast water into the Great Lakes, ships must
exchange their ballast water before entering the zone and in water deeper
than 2,000 meter^.^" Exchanging ballast water before arriving in the
Great,Lakesis intended to serve two purposes: to flush aquatic organisms
taken on in foreign ports from the ballast tanks and to kill with salt water
any remaining organisms that happen to require fresh or brackish water. If
a ship bound for the Greats,Lakeshas not exchanged its ballast water in the
open ocean it may hold the ballast in its tanksfor the duration of the
voyage through.the lakes. Under some circumstances-such as bad
weather making an open-ocean exchange unsafe-the Coast Guard may
approve a ship master's request to do the exchange in an alternative
exchange zone in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

"These requirements also apply to ships traveling in the Hudson River north of the George

Washington Bridge in New York. The National Invasive Species Act also tasked the
Secretary of Transportation with promulgating voluntary national ballast water guidelines.
On May 17,1999,the Coast Guard promulgated interim voluntary guidelines, including
ballast water exchange, applicable to vessels entering U.S.waters from outside tHe .
Exclusive Economic Zone and calling on U.S. ports other than those in the Great Lakes or
on the Hudson River. The guidelines became f i i December 21,2001. They also require that
arriving ships report information on their ballast water, although they do not impose
penalties for nonreporting.
ThelNationalInvasive Species Act currently all& vessels to use alternative
environmentally sound ballast water management methods but requires that they be "as
effecnve as ballast water exchange*in preventing and controlling the influx of aquatic
organis&; under the regtilations, the Coast Guard Commandant must fust approve their
use. To date, no alternative methods have been approved.

44
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The U.S. Coast Guard, the Saint Lawrence Seaway Development
Corporation, and the Canadian St. Lawrence Seaway Management
Corporation inspect ships as they enter and travel through the St. Lawrence
Seaway. The Coast Guard also inspects ships at U.S. ports throughout the
Great Lakes. Data from the Coast Guard show that the percentage of ships
entering the Great Lakes after exchanging their ballast water has steadily
increased since the regulations took effect in 1993 and averaged over
93 percent from 1998 through 2001. (See fig. 7.) Representatives of the
Coast Guard and the seaway corporations told us that the high exchange
rate indicates that the current regulations for the Great Lakes are being
effectively enforced.46Experts have concluded, however, that numerous
nonn?tive aquatic organismshave entered the Great Lakes via ballast water
and established populations since the regulations were promulgated. (See
fig. 8.) TRro such species are the fish-hook water flea (Cercopagis pengoi),
discovered in 1998, and an arnphipod (a small crustacean) known as
Echigogammarus ischnus, discovered in 1995.46

In con-,
compliance with the mandatory repoking requirements that apply to the rest
of the countrv has been low. A Coast Guard official testified before the Congress on Mwl5,
2002, that t h i consistently(low rate of reporting malies it impossible to ac&ely
aaseas
compliance and effectiveness. Congress mandated that the voluntary ballast management
guidelines become mandatory if the Secretary of Transportation d e t m i n e s that
compliance is low.
'3

"As dith an earlier shipborne invader known as the spiny water flea (Bythotrephes

cedershpemi), scientists are studying the fish-hook water flea's impact on zooplankton
biomass. Zooplankton is a common item in young fishes' diets and the fishhook water flea
has the potential to disrupt fish populations by preying on their food supply. In addition, the
fmh-hook water flea clumps together into large mats that tangle fishing lines, which could
adversely affect the commercial and recreational fishing industries. The arnphipod
Echigogammarus ischnus was first discovered in the Detroit River in 1996, where it
occupied a habitat typical of the native amphipod Gummarusfasciatus, suggesting the
possibility of competition between the two species.
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Flgure 7: Rates d Compllance wRh Ballast Water Exchange Requirement for Ships Enterlng'theGreat Lakes, 1993-2001

I

Petcent

Compliant with ballast water exchange requirementa
Noncompliantwith ballast water exchange requlrbmentb
Technically noncompliantwith ballast water exchange requirementc
Note: In addition to performing an open-ocean exchange, a vessel can comply wtth
ballaet water rnanagement'regulations by retaining its hallast water on board or:with
prior approval from the Commandant of the Coast Guard, use an environmentally
sound alternative method of ballast water management.
"In tlds chart,compliant vessels are thosaW exchanged theb ballastwa!er inthe open ocean

and~thalmatthe30partspartharsandsalini?y~nt.
~ n l t u s c h a r t , ~ v e s s e l ~ a m t h ( g a t h a t ~ d n o t ~ i h e ~ ~ ~ ~
sal~ntyrequboment amYor did nd exchangothmr balhstwater inthe open ocean
Nonmmpliatd vessels am not aiknwdto disdrarge ballastwalec illlothe G M L a k s
f

'The Coast Guard amsick msds that passthe salsaty requuamentkid have pefbmdan
ar lessthan 200 Muhcal maesfnm the
exchange inwaterslessthan 2,000meters
m k ane warning
shaeio beteduncailyt'mmtn&nt A tedvdmDy
belaethe C h ~ Guard
4
issues a mtefdconlatcar.

I

Souras U.S.COaA Guard.
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Figure 8: Discovery of Nonnative Aquatic Species,Introduced into the Great Lakes and Major Legislation and Regulatory
Decisions, 1985-2002
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Experts have cited several reasons for the continued introductions of
n~nnative'a~uatic
organisms into the Great Lakes despite the ballast water
regulations. First, the Coast Guard has not applied the ballast water
exchange regulations to ships with little or no purnpable ballast water in
their tanks; approximately 70 percent of ships entering the Great Lakes
during 1909 through 2001 were in this category. These ships, however, may
still have thousands of gallons of residual ballast and sediment in their
tanks. This could harbor potentially invasive organisms from previous
ports of call and could be discharged to the Great Lakes during subsequent
ballast discharges.
Second, there are also concerns that exchanging a particular percentage of
ballast water does not remove an equivalent percentage of organisms from
the tapk. The Environmental Protection Agency and the Aquatic Nuisance
Species Task Force reported that,ballastwater exchange with open-ocean
water flushed 26 to 90 percent and 39 to 99.9 percent, respectively, of the
organisms studied. Researchers explain this range by pointing out that
organisms in sediment at the bottom of the tanks may not be flushed out by
an exchange.
Third, there is some uncertainty regarding what percentage of the water in
the tanks is actually flushed out during a typical ballast water exchange.
When determining whether tanks have been flushed and refilled in the open
ocean, the Coast Guard tests the new ballast water to see if it has a salt
concentration of at least 30 parts per th~usand.~'
However, given
uncertainties about the salinity of a ship's original ballast water and
evaporative losses that occur during transit, it is not clear from a basic
salinity test what percentage of the original ballast water-and the
potentially invasive aquatic organisms it may contain-has been removed.
Fourth, there is growing concerh that freshwater organisms may be able to
survive the saline environment created by mid-ocean exchange. Certain
organisms have a stage in their life cycle during which they are "resting
eggsnor "cysts" and may be tolerant of salt water. Once discharged intp the
Great Lakes freshwater system, these organisms can regain viability. There
are also examples of species-including alewives and the sea lampreythat normally spend part of their lives in salt water and part in freshwater,

" The'salinityof seawatervaries in various parts of the ocean from 30 to 39 parts per

thousand, but is fairly close to 36.6'part~per thousand in the middle of the North Atlantic.
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but have been able to thrive despite being "lockedninto the freshwater of
the Great Lakes.
I

Regulatory Decisions,
Technological
Developments, and Ship
Modifications Needed to
SignificantlyReduce Ballast
Water I ~ v ~ S Will
~ OTake
~S
Many Years

In an effort to reduce the further introduction of nonnative species, the
Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation and its Canadian
counterpart, the St. Lawrence Seaway Management Corporation, amended
their joint regulations in February 2002 to require all commercial ships
entering the Seaway system to comply with Great Lakes shipphg industry
codes for ballast water management.48These codes contain "best
management practices" that are intended to reduce the number of
organisms in ballast tanks.Such practices include not taking on ballast at
night-when marine organisms are more likely to be near the surface-and
regulyly cleaning tanks.

~ c c o ~ ~ dto
i nexperts
g
we consulted, it will take many years to solve the
problem of nonnative aquatic organisms arriving in ballast water. The
Coast Guard is now working to develop new regulations that would include
a performance standard for ballast water-that is, a measurement of how
"cleannballast water should be before discharge within U.S. waters. In
May 2001, the Coast Guard requested c o m m e d on how to establish a
ballast water treatment standard and offered for consideration four
conceptual approaches. The agency received numerous comments
showing a wide range of opinion. As a result, it issued an advanced notice
of proposed rulemaking and another request for comments in March 2002
on the development of a ballast water treatment goal and an interim ballast
water treatment standard. The Coast Guard is expecting to have a final rule
ready for interdepartmental review by the fall of 2004 that will contain
ballast water treatment goals and a standard that would apply not only to
ships entering the Great Lakes but also to all ships entering U.S. ports from
outside the Exclusive Economic Zone.
Once the Coast Guard sets a new performance standard for how clean
ballast water should be, firms and other entities will have a goal to use
as the basis for developing and measuring treatment technologies.
Government, industry, academia, and othet nongovernment interests are
investigating several technologies, including filtration, hydrocyclonic
separation, and chemical and phybical biocides such as ozone,

67 Fed. Reg. 8886 (Feb. 27,2002).
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chlorination, ultraviolet radiation, heat treatment, and vacuum. Each
technology has its strengths and weaknesses. One mqjor hurdle facing any
technological solution is how to treat large volumes of water being pumped
at very high flow rates. Container vessels and cruise ships, which carry a
smaller volume of ballast water, may require different technologies than
larger container vessels. As a result, it is likely that no single technology
will address the problem adequately. To facilitate technology development,
the Coast Guard and the Department of Tiansportation's Maritime
Administration are developing programs to provide incentives for ship
owners to actively participate in projects designed to test treatment
technologies.
To help with technology development, the National Invasive Species Act
created a ballast water demonstration program that funds select proposals
to develop and demonstrate new ballast water technologies. Under this
program, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service have funded 20 ballast water technology
demonstration projects at a total cost of $3.5 million since 1998. Other
programs also support research, such as the National Sea Grant College
Program, which has funded nine prqjects totaling $1.5 million. In addition,
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,through the
National Sea Grant College Program, and the U.S. Fish and Wddlife Service
announced on June 6,2002, that they expect to make $2.1 million available
in fiical year 2002 to support projects to improve ballast water treatment
and management. In coqjunction with this program, the Department of
Transportation's Maritime Administration expects to make available
several ships of its Ready Reserve Force Fleet to act as test platforms for
ballast water technology demonstration projects. In fiscal years 2001 and
2002, Congress appropriated $550,000 to t&e Coast Guard for research and
development related to ballast water management. In addition, EPA and the
Coast Guard expect to contribute $210,000 to fund a 3-year study on the
transfer of aquatic organisms in ballast water. Nonfederal researchers in
industry and academia are also studying the content of ballast water and ,
prospective treatment technologies. For example, a Canadian shipping
company funded the installation of a treatment system on one of its oceangoing ships and allowed the Michigan Department of Environmental
Quality to perform testing on the system.
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Once effective technologies are developed, another hurdle will be installing
the technologies on the world fleet4' New ships can be designed to
incorporate a treatment system. Existing ships, on the other hand, were not
designed to cariy ballast water technologies and may have to go through an
expensive retrofitting process. With each passing year without an effective
technology, every new ship put into service is one more that may need to be
retrofitted in the future.

" A recent study analyzing the market for future treatment technologiesreported that there
are over 47,000 vessels in the world fleet where ballast water treatment technologies could
be applicable.
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Public and private interests in the Great Lakes have expressed
dissatisfaction with the progress in developing a solution to the problem
of nonnative aquatic organism transfers through ballast water. An industry
representative told us that she and other stakeholders were frustrated with
the Coast Guard's decision to make a second request for public comment
on a treatment standard; she said they were anticipating that the agency
would publish a proposal rather than another request for information. More
broadly, in a July 6,2001, letter to the U.S. Secretary of State and the
Canadian Minster of ~oreignAffairs, the International Joint Commission
and the Great Lakes Fishery Commission stated their belief that the two
governments were not adequately protectin$ the Great Lakes from further
introductions of aquatic invasive ~ p e c i e sThey
. ~ also noted that there is a
growing sense of frustration within all levels of government, the public,
academia, industry, and environmental groups throughout the Great Lakes
basin and a consensus that the ballast water issue must be addressed now.
The two commissions suggested that the re-authorization of the National
Invasive Species Act is a clear opportunity to provide funding towards
implementing research aimed at developing binational ballast water
~tandards.~'
The International Joint Commission recommended in its 2002
1lth Biennial Report that the U.S. and Canadian governments fund
research recommended by expert regional, national, binational panels, task
forces, and committees.*

The Boundary Waters 'Reaty of 1909established tl?e International Joint Commission. The
treaty established the commission to,among other things, advise the U.S.and Canadian
governments concerning transboundary water quality issues. The commission has six
members; three appointed by the President of the United States, with the advice and
approval of the Senate, and three appointed by the Governor in council of Canada, on the
advice of the Prime Minister. The Great Lakes yshery Commission was created in 1966 by
the Convention on Great Lakes Fisheries between'the U.S.and Canada

" The National Invasive Species Act Is due for re-authorization in 2002. House and Senate r e
authorization bills, H.R 63D6 and S. 2964, respectively, were introduced on September 18,
2002.

* The commission also recommended that the governmentsof the United States and
Canada develop uniform protocols for performance testing of ballast water and ensure that
all ships built after a certain date have treatment technology incorporated into their
construction to be allowed entry into the Great Lakes.
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In an effort to prevent the introduction of nonnative aquatic organisms into
their waters, several Great Lake states have considered adopting ballast
water legislation that would be more stringent than current federal
regulations. For example, the legislatures in Illinois, Minnesota, and
New York are currently considering ballast water legislation that would,
among other things, require ships to "sterilize" their ballast water-a
standard that would exceed even those for drinking water. The Michigan
legislature also debated a proposal that would have required ships to
sterilize ballast water before discharge. The stringency of that proposed
legislation was a result of one Michigan legplator's frustration with the
federal government's slow progress in implementing an effective national
plan to protect the Great Lakes from invasions through ballast water. The
bill thatpassed into law in Michigan, however, has requirements similar to
those in the federal program.53
Citing inadequacies in the United States' regulatory program, an
environmental organization petitioned EPA in 1999 on behalf of
15 nongovernmental, state, and tribal organizations to address ballast
water discharges under the Clean Water Act. The petition asked the agency
to eliminate the exemption that currently excludes ballast water discharges
from regulation under its National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
program." Eighteen members of Congress followed the petition with a
letter also requesting that the agency examine whether the Clean Water Act
could be used to provide effective regulation of nonnative aquatic
organisms in ballast water. In its September 10,2001,draft response to the
petition and the congressional letter, the agency concluded that the
exemption should not be lifted because rehlation of ballast water
discharges under the Clean Water Act would be more problematic than the
process already in place under the National Invasive Species Act. The
agency asserted that issuing uniform discharge requirements would reqbire
significant federal and state agency resources and would not necessarily
provide protection greater than the National Invasive Species Act. The
agency also stated that the using the Clean Water Act would likely subject
ship operators to multiple and potentially different state and federal
regulatory regimes.

Several states outside the Great Lakes have passed ballast water legislation, including
California, Hawaii, Maryland, Oregon, Rhode Island, and ~ a s h i n g t o i ~ o nofethese la&
req*
sterilization.

" 40 C.F.R.4 122.3(a). This program regulates poliutqt dischargesto the nation'swaters.
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On the international level, the United States is also an active member of the
International Maritime Organization (IMO), a specialized United Nations
agency that is also addressing ballast water management.65In 1997,the
organization adopted "Guidelines for the Control and Management of
Ships' Ballast Water to Minimize the Transfer of Harmful Aquatic
Organisms and Pathogens." The IMO requests that all maritime nations
adopt,and use these voluntary guidelines that call for, among other things,
open-ocean ballast water exchange. Member nations are also working
toward an international convention to address ballast water management.
According to a State Department official who is a member of the
U.S. delegation to the IMO, the organization is developing a new
convention for possible adoption in the fall of 2003. The State Department
official told us that the convention would probably include ballast water
exchange as an interim method and would likely include provisions for
modifying the performance standard over time to correspond with and spur
improvements in technology. Even if a convention were available for
signature in the fall of 2003, it would take some years for it to enter into
force and for effective treatment technologies to be installed on the
world fleet. Recognizing the time needed to develop and install new
technologies, the Coast Guard has suggested to the Marine Environment
Protection Committee that the date by which ships must meet a new
performance standard be 10 years after the,organization adopts a
convention (in this case, 2013).

"The IMO is an organization of 160 member countries with observers from governmental,

industry, environmental,public interest, and labor o'rganizations.To achieve its objectives,
of some 30 conventions and protocols,and has adopted
the IMO has ~mmotedthe.ado~tion
well over 700 codes and reconhendations concerning maritime-safety,the prevention of
pollution, and related matters.
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The Continued Introduction
of Nonnative Aquatic
Water
Organisms Via
Could Have Major
~ c o I lLnd
~ oEcological
~ ~ ~
Effects on the Great Lakes

Although no estimates have been made, using the past as a guide,
the continued introduction of nonnative aquatic organisms into the
Great Lakes could have significant economic and ecological impacts on the
Great Lakes basin." In a May 2001 report, the International Joint
Commission noted that the past and ongoing economic impacts of invasive
species introductions to the Great Lakes region represent hundreds
of millions of dollars annually.67tls a result, experts dread the introduction
of the "next zebra mussel." The zebra mussel was introduced to the
Great Lakes in 1988 and is continuing to wreak havoc on the ecosystem and
surrounding economies. Zebra mussel control measures alone are
estimated to have cost municipalities and industries $69 million from
1989 through 1996. (See fig. 9 for more on the zebra mussel.)

xi The Coast Guard has estimated the impact of ballast water regulations on the shipping
.
-~

industry but has not done a comprehensive analysis of the benefits that the regulations
would yield or the costs of inaction. The only specific economic impact cited by the Coast
Guard as justification for the regulations was the cod of the zebra mussel infestation.
61 Great Lakes Water Quality Board,Report to the International Joint Cornmiasion, A l h
Invasive Specks and Biological PoUution of the Great Lakm Ecosystem (Win&r, Ontario:
May 2001).
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flgure 9: ~roflle
d the Zebra Musse
MIgratlOn Path: Zebra mussels are indigenous to the Aral, Caspian, Azov. and Bbck Seas. They were dispersed throughout Ellrope by
bargcjs over 200 years ago. Scientists beliave zebra mussels were transported to the United States in the ballast water of transatlantic
ships. Zebra mussels spread by attaching themsehres,toships, barges, recreational boats.,and personal watercraft.They were first
discovered in Lake St. Clair in the Great Lakes region in 1968. Since then, zebra mussels have spread throughout 20 states in the eastern
United States.
I
Ecological Effects: Zebra mussels reproduce very quickly: females can release as many as 5
million eggs per year. Zebra mussels attach themselves to a w submerged hard surface, including
the shells of native mussels. By attaching themselves to native species in great numbers, zebra
mussels interfere with the natives' growth. feeding. movement, respiration, and reprodudon.
According to the Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental and Scientific Affairs, zebra
mussel invasions will reduce native mussel species by as much as 50 percent in the next decade.
causing the extinction of up to 140 species.

I

Economlc Impact: Zebra mussels have devastating economic impacts on municipal and
residential drinking water delivery systems, power
plant intakos, and industrial facililies that use raw surface water. Water intake pipes are often
encrusted with thousands of zebra mussels that restrict or stop water flow and increase
sedimentation and corrosion on the pipes. (See photo) Maintaining pipes clogged with zebra
mussels costs the American power industry up to $60 million per year. In 2001. the total cost of
tho zebra mussel invasion over the next 10 years, including impacts on industry, recreation. and
fisheries, was estimated at $3.1 billion.
Control Measures: Zebra mussel control methods are both preventive and reactive.
Preventive methods include using special coatings, chemicals, and thermal treatment. Reeflive
methods for removing attached zebra mussels indude manual scraping, high pressure waterjetting, carbon dloxide pellet blasting, and freezing.

Pipe dogged with zebra mussels.

,

Confirmed zebra
mllasel sighlinga

2001

1988

Sources: (3AO analysts; photo, Mlchlgan Sea Grant; map, U.S. Geologlcai Survey.
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Such fears appear to be well founded because scientists predict that
additional invasions will occur if effective safeguards are not placed on the
discharge of ballast water from ocean-going ships. We have discussed two
species and listed others that have been introduced since ballast water
regulations were implemented. (See fig. 10.) In addition, scientists have
identified 17 species from the Ponto-Caspian region (Caspian, Black, and
Azov Seas) of Eastern Europe alone that have a high invasion potential, are
likely to survive an incomplete ballast-water exchange, and are considered
probable future immigrants to the Great Lakes.
The continued introduction of nonnative aquatic organisms could further
damage a U.S. and Canadian Great Lakes sport and commercial fishing
industry that is valued at almost $4.5 billion annually and supports
approximately 81,000jobs. Aggressive fish that have invaded the lakes in
the past (such as the sea lamprey, the Eurasian ruffe, and the round goby)
have harmed native fish by directly preying either on them or on their food
supply. Two of the potential species from the Ponto-Caspian region, the
amphipods Corophium cunuispinum and Corophium sowinskyi, could
significantly alter biological communities along shorelines and food chains
in North American river systems. Invasive species can also carry parasites
and pathogens that could affect existing fish populations. For instance, fmh
pathologists fear that continued introductions of species such as the
Eurasiad ruffe may facilitate the introduction of new and potentially
harmful parasites and pathogens, such as viral hemorrhagic septicemia,
a serious disease of rainbow trout in Europe that could affect
North American fmh populations.
Ballast water is also known to cany human pathogens, although the
risks they pose to human health has not been determined. One study
performed during the 1997 and 1998 shipping seasons sampled ballast
water in ships passing through the St. Lawrence Seaway en route to ports
in the Great Lakes." Human pathogens, such as fecal coliform, fecal
streptococci, Clostridium p m n g e n s , Escherichia coli, and Vibrio
cholerae, as well as multiple species of C?yptosporidium,SalmoneLlu, and
Giardia, were detected in the samples. According to the Coast Guard,
these organisms are also found in bodies of water that are influenced by
human development.

* Knight et dl., Detection and Enumeration of Fecal Indicators and Pathdgens in the
BaUast Water of Tmwoceanic Cargo Vessels Entering the h a t Lakes,1999.
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There'Is a
Growing Interest in
Coordination between
the United States and
Canada, but a
Comprehensive
Approach Has Yet
to Be Developed

The United States and Canada participate in a variety of bilateral h d
multilateral efforts to share information, conduct research, and coordinate
efforts to reduce the threat of invasive species. The two countries' long
history of coordination has focused on particular segments of the issue
such as shared boundary waters and agricultural research, and
stakeholders have called for a more comprehensive strategy for joint
prevention and management efforts. The National Invasive Species Council
recognized the need for the United States to work with Canada (and
Mexico) in a more comprehensive manner h d has taken initial steps to
develop a North American strategy as called for by the national
management plan. It is too early to tell, however, what form a North
American strategy will take or how existing organizations will be
integrated.

Coordination Between the
' ~ V OGovernments Has
Focused On SpecificIssues
or Geographic Regions

Histofically, coordination between the United States and Canada has
focused on specific pathways, species, or geographic areas rather than on a
comprehensive coordinated approach. Primary examples of this
coordination concern shared boundary waters and agriculture.
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Shared Boundary Watem

One mechanism for coordination is the International Joint Commission,
which was established by the Boundary Watew Treaty of 1909. The treaty
established the commission to advise the U.S. and Canadian governments
concerning issues along the boundary and approve certain projects in
boundary and transboundary waters that affect water levels and flows
across the boundary. The commission has focused much of its attention on
the Great Lakes. The purpose of the 1978 Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement betwekn the United States and Canada is to "restore and
maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the waters of
the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem." The International Joint Commission's
role with respect to the agreement includes evaluating and assessing the
two countries' programs and providing a report at least every 2 years that
presents its findings, advice, and recommendations. Recent reports have
contained recommendations to the governments on how to reduce the flow
of invasive species through ballast ~ a t e r . ~
Protection of the Great Lakes fisheries against the nonnative sea lamprey
was a motivating factor behind the creation of the Great Lakes Fishery
Commission in 1955 in the Convention on Great Lakes Fisheries between
the U.S. and Canada. The fishery commission, which is jointly funded by
the two countries, has been largely successful in controlling, although not
eradicating, the sea lamprey. Another primary objective of the fishery
commission is to formulate a research program or programs to determine
the need for measures to make possible the maximum sustained
productivity of fbh of common concern One of the commission's goals is
to ensure that no nonnative fishes will be unintentionally introduced into
the Great Lakes. The commission has stated that it will intensify its work
with partners to address those vectors for invasive species, such a s ship
ballast water, that pose the greatest threat to the lakes.

'g According to EPA, in 1908, the United States and Canada called upon the International
Joint Commission to help the two countries develop and implement new and improved
binational approachesto manage and protect mqjor shared watersheds. Aquatic invasive
species would be covered by this long-terminitiative.
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Another mechanism that has promoted coordination between the United
States and Canada is the establishment of regional panels to address
aquatic invasive species. The Nonindigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention
and Control Act of 1990 authorized the establishment of the Great Lakes
Panel on Aquatic Nuisance Species, which comprises U.S. and Canadian
public- and private-sector representative^.'^ Its activities include identifying
Great Lakes priorities for aquatic nuisance species, coordinating
information and education efforts, making recommendations to the federal
government, and advising the public about control efforts. W o other
U.S. panels recently established under the National Invasive Species Act of
1996 in the West and the Northeast also include Canadian members.
As noted earlier, the United States and Canada are also working together
on managing ballast water coming into the Great Lakes through the
St. Lawrence Seaway. Cooperative efforts by the two countries were
most recently demonstrated by the joint decision of the United States'
Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation and Canada's
St. Lawrence Seaway Management ~ o r ~ o r a h to
o nrequire all ships entering
the seaway to follow established best management practices.

Agricultural Research and
Pest Control

There has also been a long history of coordination between the U.S. and
Canada in the area of agricultural research and pest control. As we
reported in July 2002, for over 30 years the two countries and Mexico have
held regular meetings on animal health issues to make North America's
import rmuirements co'mistent and, more recently, to coordinate
preventive actions and emergency response activities in the'event of an
outbreak of the nonnative foot-and-mouthdisease." In 2000, the three
countries held joint exercises to test their footrand-mouth disease
communication and response plans and to assess their response systems.
As a result of this exercise, the three govemments signed a memorandum
of understanding to formally establish the North American Animal Health
Committee. According to USDA, the United States and Canada have also
worked very closely in the past several years on jointly assessing the threat
from two other foreign animal diseases-bovine spongiform
encephalopathy (also known as "mad cow diseasen)and chronic wasting
The Great Lakes Panel is made UD of U.S. and Canadian federal officials and
representativesfrom the eight re& Lakes states and the province of Ontario.
U.S.,GeneralAccounting Office, Foot and Mouth Disease: To Protect U.S. Livestock,
USDA Must R m a i n Vigilant and Resolve Outstanding Issues,GAO-02808
(Washington, D.C.:July 2002).
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disease. Another emerging animal and public health issue that the United
statedand Canada have worked together on is h e West Nile virus, which is
transported by migratory birds and by insects such as mosquitoes. (See
fig. l0'formore details on the virus.)
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Figurn 10: Prallle of West Nile Vlrus
I

~1gratlon'~ath:
West Nile virus is found in host vertebrate such as birds.The virus is spread when blood-feedingarthropods such as
mosquitoes, sand flies, and ticks bite infected birds and transmit the disease to susceptible mammals or other birds. West Nile virus was first
identified in 1937 in the West Nile district of Uganda, Africa.The virus has been found in western Asia, the Middle East, and the
Mediterranean region of Europe; it was discovered in tho United States In 1999. Migrating birds may play a role in spreading the disease. In
the United States, intected birds and mosquitoes spread the virus.
Ecological and Human Effects:The recent emergence of West Nile virus in North America presents a threat to human and animal health.
Tho most serious manifestation of West Nile virus infection is fatal encephalitis (inflammationof the brain) in humans, horses, and certain
domestic and wild birds. Between 1999 and the end af 2001 the United States recorded 149 severe human disease cases, incltlding 18
deaths. Between January 1 and Odober 15,2002,2977 human cases were reported including 162 deaths.

I

Economlc Impacts: We did not find estimates of the economic impacts of West Nile virus.
contrbl Measures:There are two ways to reduce the likelihood of contractingthe virus: using personal protective measures to reduce
contact with mosquitoes and instituting public health measures to reduce the population of infected mosquitoes in the environment. Personal
protection measures indude reducing time outdoors, wearing long-sleevedshirts and long pants, and applying mosquito repellent to
exposed skin. Public health measures include eliminating larval habitats and spraying insecticidesto k ~ llarvae
l
and adult mosquitoes. A
working group mnslstlng of representativesfrom the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the U.S. Geological Sumy's Natlonal
Wildlife Center, and the U.S. Department of Agricutture, in conjunction with state agencies, is gathering and analyzing surveillance data to
define the extent to which the virus is distributed in mosquito and bird populations In states along the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts.

Note: Verified Infectionshave not necessarily baan wldeskead throughout
each of the shaded states or provinces.

M i c d human Bdedkm
~ ~ ~ a v h n , ~ a r c r U l e r a n i r n a l ~
Note: Verlfled infectlons have not necessarily been widespread throughout
each of the shaded states or provinces.

As of Sept. 13,2002

1BBB

Sources: GA0,analysls;maps, Health Canada and U.S. Centers forDlsease Control,
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To further strengthen communication and collaboration on invasive
species and trade-related matters, USDA's Animal and Plant.Health
Inspection Service established an office in Ottawa, Canada, in 2000. The
office oversees a preclearance program throughout Canada that conducts
inspections, treatments andlor other mitigation measures in Canada to
identify andlor mitigate the risk of exotic pest introductionsvia agricultural
commodities before the commodities are cleared through the
U.S. Customs Service.
Another vehicle for coordination in the agriculture sector is the
North American Plant Protection Organization, created as a regional
plant protection organization under the International Plant Protection
Convention of 1951. The convention called for the governments to establish
regional plant protection organizations responsible for coordinating
activities under the convention, such as the development and promotion of
the use of international phytosanitary certificate^.^^ For example, through
the plant protection organization,the United States, Canada, and Mexico
worked together to develop a standard for treating solid wood packing
materials. According to USDA, the United States and Canada are also
working together to develop an international standard for evaluating the
environmental impact of invasive species. This standard, which the USDA
expects to be adopted by the International Plant Protection Convention in
2003, would provide a common framework for assessing the invasive
potential of pests and thereby ensure a more rigorous but common
approach to dealing with them.

Stakeholders Have Called
for Increased Coordination
between the United States
and Canada

While there are numerous examples of coordindion between the United
S W S and Canada on invasive species control, some stakeholders in this
issue believe that not enough is being done. For example, in June 1999, the
Great Lakes Panel on Aquatic Nuisance Specieswrote that there was a lack
of inter-jurisdictionalconsistency in laws, regulations, and policies directed
at aquatic nuisance species prevention!and control efforts, and that
improvements were needed to ensure a more efficient and effective
regional prevention and control program.

As noted previously, the International Joint Commission stated its belief
that the two governments were not adequately protecting the Great Lakes
The term "phytosanitarynrefers to measurestaken to prevent the introduction andfor
spread of plk&sts.
-
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from further introduction of aquatic invasive species and it made several
recommendations regarding a binational approach to better management.
In addition, according to EPA, there are numerous locations where there is
a need for continuing regional cooperation to address aquatic invasive
species in binational waterways, including the St. Croix River of New
B m w i c k and Maine; Lake Champlain of Quebec, Vermont, and New York;
the Red River of North Dakota, Minnesota, and Manitoba; the Souris River
of Sailcatchewan,Manitoba, and North Dakota; and the Georgia BasinPuget Sound of British Columbia and Washington. For example, in the Red
River watershed of North Dakota, a proposed water diversion could
introduce nonnative species into new locations. An official from EPXs
Office of International Affairs told us that, in his opinion, having an
overarching policy with respect to aquatic invasive species along the
border would help better address these situations more quickly or avoid
them completely.
The National Invasive Species Council's Assistant Director for International
Policy, Science, and Cooperation told us that she believes that the United
States could expand two existing interagency organizations-the Federal
Interagency Committee for the Management of Noxious and Exotic Weeds
and the Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force-to include Canadian
representation, or that Canada should be encouraged to develop similar
organization^.^^ She said this would make it much easier to establish
dialogue between officials with similar re,sponsibilities.The council's
Assistant Director also said she thought that the National Oceanic and
AtmosphericAdministration's Sea Grant Program could be more effectively
used to support educational programs developed and implemented in the
United States and Canada She noted that because tourists frequently cross
the border to and from Canada it is important to address this pathway with
a common education strategy. In this same vein, while we reported in
August 2002 that the United States, Canada, and Mexico have worked to
coordinate animal health measures, we also noted that there are
differences in the countries' policies and practices with regard to foot-andmouth disease that could contribute to the risk that travelers may bring
foreign animal disease across our mutual borders.

The task force does have Canadian representation in an "Invitedobserver"status.
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The National Invasive
Species Council Has Taken
Initial Steps Toward
Developing a North
but its
Form IS Not Yet Known

The National Invasive Species Council recognized the need for the
United States to work with Canada (and Mexico) in a more comprehensiveq
manner. The management plan called for the council to outline an
approach to a North American invasive species strategy by December 2001.
The strategy was to be built upon existing tripartite agreements and
regional organizations. The plan also called for the council to initiate
discussionswith Canada and Mexico for further development and adoption
of the strategy. The council has taken initial steps but has not completed
this planned action.
The council established the North America Strategy task team in
January 2002. It comprises federal and nonfederal stakeholders, and is
cochaired by the Department of State, the Environmental Protection
Agency, and the Fish and Wildlife Service. In March 2002, the Department
of State sent a cable to United States embassy staff in Canada and Mexico
requesting that they notify officials in those two countries of the federal
government's desire to develop a North American strategy. According to
one U.S. official involved in this project, Canadian representatives have
responded positively to the idea
I

In the time since it sent the memorandum, however, the team has done
little to develop the strategy. The council staff and the advisory committee
placed the team into a holding pattern in May 2002 when they decided that
all of the implementation teams needed to be reviewed by the advisory
committee. According to one of the cochairs of the team, among other
things that the team will need to do is identify the objectives of the
U.S. participation in the various North Arnericb organizations and
determine what actions are being taken.
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Two other multilateral organizations provide opportunities for a more
comprehensive approach to an invasive species strategy kross
North American borders but do not have significant resources dedicated to
the issue. The North American Commission on Environmental
Cooperation, which is governed by a council composed of the
Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection Agency,
the Minister of the Environment in Canada, and the Secretary of the
Environment and Natural Resources in Mexico, provides an opportunity
for the United States and Canada to research and develop strategic plans
for common ecosystems such as northern forest.,grasslands, and aquatic
e c ~ s ~ k t e mOne
s . ~objective in its 2001 draft Strategy for the Conservation
of Biodiversity in North America, is to promote the development of
concerted efforts to combat invasive species in North America In
March 2001, participants at a workshop sponsored by the commission
recommended five priority areas for cooperation in North America on
invasive species. Because of limited resources, however, the commission
has decided to proceed with just one of those areas-identifying invasive
species and invasion pathways that are a concern of two or more countries
(within North America)-and determine priorities for bi- or trilateral cooperation.
The Trilateral Committee for Wildlife and Ecosystem Conservation and
Management is composed of the wildlife agencies from the United States,
Canada, and Mexico, and also has the ability to look at approaches for
managing invasive species more br~adly.~%ecommittee has not analyzed
invasive species in depth, although the issue was on its meeting agenda in
.April 2002 in order to set it as a topic for discussion at a later meeting.
According to a State Department official who attended the meeting, the
committee decided to add invasive species to the portfolio of the "working
table" on biodiversity information.

This organization was created under the auspices of the North American Agreement on
Environmental Cooperation,which complementsthe environmentalprovisions of the North
American Frde Trade Agreement
"Member agencies are the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the Canadian Wildlife Service, and
Mexico's Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources.
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While h e available data are often inadequate to thoroughly describe the
costs and risks associated with invasive species, it is apparent that their
impacts on our environment and, thus, our economy are significant. At
the same time, because of limitations in both the quantity and quality
of economic impact analysis, it may not be readily apparent to
decision makers in the federal government how they should most
effectively allocate limited resources to prevent and manage invasive
species. It is encouraging that the National Invasive Species Council and
OMB are working on a crosscut budget that the federal government can use
to plan resource allocations to and among departments. Such decisions
would be better informed by information and data on the risk that
nonnative species will enter the country, become established, spread, and
cause harm. The ballast water management situation is a prime example.
The federal government faces decisions about dedicating resources to fund
ballast water technology research or standard setting, and ultimately about
imposing more protective regulations. Decision makers could weigh the
costs of those activities against the potential costs of the next zebra mussel
or sea lamprey to arrive in U.S. waters, if such data were readily available.
Moving ahead with a comprehensive management plan to combat invasive
species is clearly in the national interest. It also poses a daunting challenge.
Success in this effort will depend in no smdl part on crafting a plan that
calls for clearly defined, measurable outcomes and has a mechanism in
place to hold departments accountable for carrying it out. The National
Invasive Species Council now has the opportunity to improve upon its
management plan in a revision due in 2003. Successful implementation of
the plan depends in part on the members of the council making it a priority
within their own departments and agencies and, recognizing the enormity
of the task ahead, developing estimates of the resources needed.
Statements from various stakeholders suggest it is possible that federal
agencies could better coordinate their efforts to implement the
manqement plan if the Congress established the council in legislation. The
management plan states that the council will conduct an analysis of
legislative authorities relevant to invasive species. We believe that the
evaluation should also examine the question of whether the lack of
legislative authority establishing the council is hampering the council in its
efforts to implement the national management plan.

I
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Recommendations for
Executive Action

TObetter manage the threats posed by invasive species in the United States,
we recommend that the cochairs of the Nyional Invasive Species
Council-the Secretaries of Agriculture, Commerce, and the Interiordirect council members to:
Include within the revision to the National Invasive Species
Management Plan a goal of incorporating information on the economic
impacts and relative risks of different invasive species or pathways
when formulating a crosscuting invasive species management budget
for the federal government. Such a goal may require a commitment from
the council to ensure that adequate resources are dedicated within the
federal government to expand the capacity for conducting appropriate
economic analysis.
Ensure that the updated version of the hahonal management plan, due
in January 2003, contains performance-oriented goals and objectives
and specific measures of success.
Give a high priority to completing planned action #1, which calls for
establishing a transparent overnight mechanism for use by federal
agencies in complying with Executive Order 13112 and reporting on
implementation of the management plan.
Include in its planned evaluation of current legal authorities an
examination of whether the lack of legislative authority establishing the
National Invasive Species Council and specifically directing its members
to implement the national management plan hampers the council's
efforts to implement the plan.
To better ensure the implementation of the national management plan,
we recommend that the members of the National Invasive Species Council
who are responsible for taking actions called for in the plan recognize their
responsibilities in either their departmental- or agency-level annual
performance plans. The annual perform&ce plans and performance
reports should describe what steps the departments or their agencies will
take or have taken to implement the actions'that are specifically called for
in the national management plan. For the existing (2001 version) of the
national management plan, the member departments to which this applies
include the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Interior, Defense,
State, and Transportation, and the Environmental Protection Agency.
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Agency Comments and
Our Evaluation

We provided copies of our draft report to the Departments of Agriculture,
Commerce, Defense, Treasury, State, Transportation, and the Interior;
the Environmental Protection Agency; the U.S. Trade Representative;
and the National Invasive Species Council. We received written comments
from the Department of the Interior, the Department of State, the
Environmental Protection Agency, and the National Invasive Species
Council. We received oral comments from the Departments of
Transportation, Agriculture, and the Treasury. The written comments
from the Department of the Interior, the Department of Agriculture, the
National Invasive Species Council, and EPA are in appendixes I1 through V.
The Department of the Interior concurred with the recommendations in the
report and said that it would work with the other cochairs of the National
Invasive Species Council to implement the recommendations in a timely
manner consistent with current budget and authorit$. While agreeing with
the recommendations, the department expressed the view that our draft
report did not adequately acknowledge the extensive invasive species
activities that federal agencies are doing outside of what is called for by the
national management plan. We agree that federal agencies are engaged in
other invasive species management activities and have described many of
them in prior reports. A principle objective of this review, however, was to
assess the implementation of the national management plan, and not all
federal activities. The department also commented that it believes that the
Fish and Wildlife Service, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, and the Maritime Administration are demonstrating
substantial progress in developing technologies to treat ballast water. We
agree that progress is being made, but continue to believe that much
important work remains to be done. To illustrate this, we reported the
Coast Guard's estimate that it may be at least 10 years before ships must
meet a new performance standard for ballast water treatment, a step
critical to real progress. The department suggested several other minor
changes that we have incorporated where appropriate.
The Department of State commented that it did not fully concur with our
finding that the slow progress on the national management plan is due to
lack of priority given to the plan by the Copcil and departments. The
department claimed that it places a high priority on accomplishing the
goals of the management plan, and it itemized numerous activities in
support of that statement. We do not disagree with the department's claims.
However, we did not evaluate the efforts or progress of one department
versus another, instead, we evaluated implementation of the management
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plan overall. The letter from the Department of State also included
comments from the International Joint Commission. The commission
suggested that we include a recommendation that the federal government
work with Canada to develop an effective approach to immediately
improve the management of all ballast waters coming into the Great Lakes.
Our rqport describes the current and expected1situation with respect to
ballast water in the Great Lakes. We believe that the decision to take more
immediate action to solve the problem is a policy decision best left to the
Congress or the administration. The commission also suggested that we .
ask the Congress to consider completing reauthorization of the National
Invasive Species Act. While we recognize the importance of the
commission's suggestion, we did not evaluate the current proposal to
reauthorize the act.The department and the commission also offered
minor corrections, which we have made.
The National Invasive Species Council concurred with our
recommendations but made several clarifyingcomments. In particular,
it noted that the management plan's dead1,ineswere optimistic and
suggested that we should have evaluated whether the deadlines were
realistic or attainable. We believe that an assessment of its deadlines is an
appropriate task for the council when it rehses the management plan. In
addition, the council commented that the report undervalued the progress
being made toward coordination and cooperation among federal agencies
and gave examples of such activity. We acknowledge that coordination
between departments has increased as a result of the creation of the
council and the management plan, and we have added language to support
this point. Nevertheless, the report provides support for the position that
improvement can still be made in this area Finally, the council made other
minor comments that we have incorporated where appropriate.
The Environmental Protection Agency commented that our
recommendations were reasonable and believes that their
implementation would enhance the federal government's response to
dealing with the problem of invasive species. The agency also noted that
the report is well written and helpful in assessing the progress made in
coping with invasive species. The agency also made several clarifying
comments that we have incorporated where appropriate. The agency
questioned whether we should have based our conclusions about the pace
of implementation of'the management plan solely on the results of our
survey of the members of the first term of the advisory committee, given
the small size of the population and their possible biases. We did not draw
our conclusions about the pace of implementation solely, or even primarily,
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from the survey. Our statement that less than 20 percent of the plan has
been implemented is based on our analysis of information from the
National Invasive Species Council st-iff and the council's meqber
departments. EPA also noted that the report's section on ballast water
focused on the Great Lakes and pointed out that work is being done and
needs to be done in other parts of the country. We agree that ballast water
is an important issue in other parts of the country. However, our objective,
as part of our coordinated review with the Canadian Office of the Auditor
General, was to focus on the Great Lakes. Finally, EPA made a number of
technical clarifications that we have incorporated, where appropriate, in
the report.
The invasive species coordinator for the Department of Agriculture said
that our comments on the implementation of the national management plan
were fair and on target. This official also provided two minor clarifying
comments that we have incorporated.
The Department of Transportation's Director for Performance Planning in
the Office of Budget and Program Performance provided oral comments on
the draft, He told us that the department disagreed with our draft
recommendation calling for the members of the National Invasive Species
Council to incorporate the national management plan into their annual
performance plans. He said that the department does not believe that it is
appropriate to include performance goals with respect to invasive species
in its performance plan because managing invasive species is not one of its
core missions. In addition, he told us that the agencies within the
department that have a more direct role with respect to invasive species,
such as the Coast Guard, Maritime Administration, and Federal Highway
Administration, are at liberty to include invasive species management goals
in their annualperformance plans. In response to this comment, we
modified the wording of the recommendation to specify that the national
management plan should be addressed in the most appropriate annual
performance plan, whether at the departmental level or the agency level.
The department also commented that there are many mechanisms other
than ballast water by which invasive species are introduced into the
environment. We agree, and noted some of them in the report. However,
our objective specifically focused on the issue of ballast watpr in the
Great Lakes.
A representative with the Office of Planning in the Department of the
Tre&uryls U.S. Customs Service told us that because the current national
management plan does not call for the Customs Service to undertake
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significant activity on invasive species, it does not believe that it is
appropriate for it to address the management plan in its annual
performance plan as called for in our recommendation. We acknowledge
that the current plan does not have action items directed to the Customs
Service,and we modified our recommendation to clarify its applicabilityto
those member agencies that are specifically responsible for action items in
the existing (2001) national management plan. If future versions of the
plan &ecify action items for other agencies, we would encourage them to
follow the same practice with regard to their department- or agency-level
annual performance plans. The Customs Service made no teckical
comments.

We are sending copies of this report to the other members of the
National Invasive Species Council: the Secretaries of State, Defense,
Transportation, Health and Human Services, and Treasury, and the
Administrators of the Environmental Protection Agency and the
U.S. Agency for International Development. We are also sending copies of
this report to the Chairmen and Ranking Minority Members of the following
congressional committees: the Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition,
and Forestry; the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation; the Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works;
the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources; the Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations; the Senate Committee on Appropriations;
the Howe Committee on Agriculture; the House Committee on Resources;
the House Committee on Science; the House Committee on Transportation
and Infrastructure;the House Committee on Energy and Commerce; the
House Committee on International Relations; and the House Committee on
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Appropriations. We will make copies available others upon request. This
report'is also available on our Web site at wbw.gao.gov. If you have any
questions concerning this report, I can be reached at (202) 612-6878. Major
contributors to this report include Trish M'cclure, Ross Campbell,
Patrick Sigl, Don Cowan, Anne Stevens, and Amy E. Webbink.

David G. Wood
Director, Natural Resources
and Environment
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Appendix I

Scope and Methodology

To determine the usefulness to decision makers of economic impact
studies for invasive species in the United States, we reviewed economics
and other policy literature that analyzes invasive species' effects on the
U.S. ecQnomy and ecosystems. We also reviewed the literature that
describes and evaluates U.S. regulatory policies for invasive species. We
paid particular attention to the literature that evaluates how well costbenefit analyses of invasive species' effects, and of regulatory policies to
control them, have been agjusted to reflect uncertainties and risks
associated with these assessments. To further determine the usefulness of
the existing studies, we selected and interviewed experts, including some
authors of studies, and government officials involved in both authoring and
using the economic impact studies. We identified these experts through our
literature search.
To assess the National Invasive Species Management Plan, including the
extent to which the United States government has implemented it, we first
analyzed the content of the plan in relation to the requirements spelled out
in Executive Order 13112. In particular, we analyzed the extent to which it
contained "performance-oriefited goals and objectives and specific
measures of success for federal agency efforts concerning invasive
species." The plan contains 57 enumerated actions. However, several of
those actions have distinct subparts. In consultation with council staff, we
agreed that there are a total of 86 distinct actions called for by the plan. To
evaluate the extent to which the plan has been implemented,we focused
primarily on those actions that had a start or completion date of September
2002 or earlier. There are 65 qtions in that category. To determine whether
actions had been completed, were in progress, or had not been started, we
relied on the National Invdsive Species Council's summary of agency
progress, materials provided to us by agency officials, and interviews with
council staff and agency officials. For those actions that had been started
but not completed, we did not attempt to characterize the extent to which
they had been completed. In only a few instances did we attempt to
determine when incomplete actions would be complete.

,

To &ist in our evaluation of the plan and our assessment of its
implementation,we surveyed the 32 people serving on the Invasive Species
Advisory Committee for a 2-year term beginning in December 1999. We had
several reasons for surveying this group: (1) they participated in developing
the national management plan; (2) they represented a wide range of
interests relevant to the invasive species issue; and (3) by virtue of their
professions and their involvement with the committee, they were likely to
have information and opinions on how the management plan was being
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Appendix I
Scope and Methodology

implemented The Secretary of the Interior reappointed 15 of these 32
people for another term on the advisory committee beginning in April 2002.
One of the members of the original advisory committee told us that he had
resigned from the committee partway through his term and did not believe
that he was informed enough about events surrounding the council, the
committee, or the management plan to respond to our survey. Therefore,
for the purposes of calculating a response rate,we are using 31 as the size
of our survey population. Wenty-one of the 31 members of the committee
completed our survey, while 2 others completed a small portion of the
survey. Therefore, while the'response rate was 74 percent, the completion
rate was 68 percent. Thirteen of the 15 people reappointed to the
committee responded to the survey.
The s k y instrument contained questions that asked for either numerical
or open-ended answers. The survey, including a tally of the numerical
answers, is in appendix IV. Because we did'not take a sample of the
committee members, the numerical answers are presented as a
straight percentage of the total number of respondents. There are no error
rates associated with the results. We did not reprint the open-ended
answels in the report because they are toolnumerous and lengthy.

To determine the experts' views on the adequacy of U.S. and Canadian
efforts to control the introduction of invasive aquatic species into the
Great Lakes via the ballast water of ships, we selected and interviewed
experts from various stakeholder interests. We identified experts through a
literature search and by soliciting the names of other expert contacts
throughout our review. In the end, we contacted experts from U.S. federal
agencies, academic institutions, and the shipping industry. We also met
with staff from two binational agencies-the International Joint
Commission and the Great Lakes Fishery Commission-and with
,
representatives of the Great Lakes Cominission. In addition, we attended a
conference on aquatic nuisance species to obtain opinions from a range of
stakeholders on ballast water and associated shipping vectors.
To describe the current management of ballast water in the Great Lakes,
we researched U.S. and Canadian legislation, regulations, and guidelines. In
order to determine the compliance-rateand effectiveness of the current
regulatory regime for the Great Lakes, we obtained compliance and
other data from the Coast Guard Marine Safety Detachment and the
Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation in Massena, New York
The Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation also showed us the
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U.S. ballast water inspection procedures on a vessel docked in Montreal,
Canada, and bound for the Great Lakes. We also reviewed studies on the
introduction of nonnative aquatic organisms traced to ballast water, paying
particular attention to those that have invaded after the ballast water
regulations for vessels entering the Great Lakes took effect in 1993. We
interviewed both United States and Canadian scientists on the significance
of the continued invasions since 1993.
For the international perspective on ballast water management, we
reviewed the history and development of the current International
Maritpe Organization policies and guidelines. We also met with members
of the U.S. delegation to the organization to determine the status of
negotiations on a future international agreement related to ballast water.
These officials represent the United States on the Marine Environmental
Protection Committee and lead the correspondence group that is tasked
with developing a performance standard for the future International
Maritime Organization Convention on ballast water management.

To describe coordination between the United States and Canada, we
interviewed officials &om departments in the National Invasive Species
Council to determine if their departments were involved in any significant
efforts to coordinate with Canadian officials on invasive species
management. From these discussions, we learned that coodination effort.
on a binational (or in some cases trinational) level have focused primarily
on shared boundary watem and agriculture. We obtained further
information from the relevant departmenis on the nature of those
coordination efforts. To learn more about how nonfederal organizations
can play a role in coordinating the work of the two countries, we
interviewed and obtained documents from officials representing the
International Joint Commission, the Great Lakes Fishery Commission, the
Great Lakes Commission, and the North American Commission on
Environmental Cooperation. We also obtained documentation that
deschbed relevant work being done by the International Plant Protection
Organization, the North American Plant Protection Organization, the North
American Animal Health Committee, and the Trilateral Committee for
Wildlife and Ecosystem Conservation and Management. Finally, we relied
on previous GAO work on foot-and-mouth disease.
In choosing invasive species to profile, we judgmentally selected
species that (1) illustrate problems in a variety of environments (aquatic,
terrestrial, managed, and natural areas), (2) are drawn from a wide
variety of taxonomic groups (vertebrate, invertebrate, virus, and plant),
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(3) include some that are well known by the public and others that are not,
and (4) provide a selection whose distribution collectively covers a large
portion of the United States. We collected and reviewed data on the species
from federal agencies, academic institutions, and previ0.u~GAO reports.
We obtained photographs of species from the U.S. Geological Survey
and USDA.
We conducted our review from November 2001 through September 2002 in
wcor'dance with generally accepted government auditing standards.

Appendix I1

Survey of Charter Members of the Invasive
Species Advisory Committee
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Survey of Charter Members of the
lnvasive Species Advisory Committee

Introduction
Welcome to the Survey of Charter Membera of the lnvasive Species Advisory Committee. To complaa the
swvey, plaaseclick on tho "Next Section" button m the center of tho sccpen.
Pkase Note: You may need to use the scroll bar on tho right hand side of the scrsm to read all the i n f i m
on a page. The U. S. General Accounting Ofice (aAO), an independent agency of Cangem,b studyingthe
federal governments implementnlion of the National lnvasive Species Council's 2001 National Invasive Species
Management P h .As part of our study, we are sending this survey to the original members of tlw lnvssive
Species Advisory Committee in order to arcmain thcu perrrptions on the extent to d i c h Menagemant Plan
action items arc being sueccssfully implemented. inquim whether legal or resource issues impede plan
implementation. salic~tguggestians for funding priorities and any other ideas that wouM advance
implementation of the plan. We wish to emphash thst the q u c s t h s in this survey m not i n W to g o t k
information on all ofthe invaslve species activltics of feden11 agencies; the questionsaddnm QeNational
lnvssive Species Council and agencies' implomentatim of the plan. GAO will take steps to prevent the
disclosure of individually identifmble dam from this survey. No infonnation on how individual advisory
committee m e m h a n s w d questions will be included in our rapon. Any discussion of individual answem or
commenw will omit any i n r o d o n that could identi& the respondent
Thank you for your time and arniatanee.

Navigating Through the Questionnaire
To camplste the survey, you may move fmm s c m to screen using either

- the buttons at the bottom of each screen,
-the menu bar on the left side of the scrsen, or
- the m o w buttons on the navigation bar at Ule bottom of the screen.
You may exit the s w e y at any time by presning the "Exir button st the bottom of the screen (or on the
navigation bar). You may log in again later to re- open your survey and then continue entering mom mponses
or changing previous mponscs. Tho survey will start at the page where you left off. You may print your
as you go through each acetion by pmsing the "Print" button at the bottom of the screen. P m the
questton mark button at the bottom- right of the scrcm to display mom information on using these navigation
tools.

1
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lnstructlons
Tbe h n l qnentIon h the h t section (Qnestbn 11) wk6 you to intHrntethat you have completed this
questlonnair6.Yanr a n w e n will not be afed onless you have mmplkhdlhla qnostlon.

Contacts
If you have MY questiona or am experiencingdifticulties respondingto the questionnaire,
please conlact:
ROSS celnpbeil

email: camphcllr@gao.gov
Phone: (202) 5 12-6550
Patrick Sigl
e-mail: aiglp@gao.gov
Phone: (202) 5 12-3792

We urge yw to complcu thc queslionnnire. We cannot develop infcrmatibnusell to Conand honest wswmr

frank

without your

Thank yw very much for your time.
National lnvaslve Specles Management Plan
For the following qucstiois, plea. m e the number that most closely rcpmmts your o p i n i ~ .
1. To what extent do you thinktbc National lnvasivt Species an age kt plan'saction items am foousod
on the most imponant inwive spaics issues? ( C Mw l y one u m W

N&: lbpomd(
indlamrd in i10Iln Mom N

1.. Verygreatcxtent
2. Great extent

4
Id

3.
4.

ModersleorOcnt

4

some extent

1

5.
6.

Little m M extent
No opinion

thni run ksbown numdmlb, am
oaswar ow nor shown.

N n 21.

2
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2. In your opin?on,what an the main sircngths and w e d a x s ~ sof the managemcut plan and the action items?
(Among the isauec tharyou might consider f wherher the plan and its adion items arefanrsed on the most
imjmrfant issues are clear, xpen'f~c, d k , break new round and are achiewble within staled
timcfaamec and with &/able r e s a r ~ . )
(7lherew no space lintit toyour mponses.)

Maangcment Plm Stmagtbs

Management Plan Wenkufsses

r

!

Aetbn Item Sbenflbs

Aetlon Item W e a k n m

3. In your opinion, to what extent did the Natiannl bvnsive SpeciesCouncil consider the bcncfits and
costs associated with preventing andlor cmtmlling the. spread of immvc species indeveloping the
mtional mbagcmentplank blueprint for action? (Ckkon&onrnn-.)
.
,
I. Verygrwt extent
2. Great extent
3. Modclamextant
4. Some extmt
5. little or no extmt
6. No opinion

2
8
5
5

1

0

3
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If you answered very great extent, great extent, or moderateextent,do you h o w ;.hat specific information
(npurb,studies, advice. etc.) the Council relied on? (Ckcck o n & m ~u n m r . )
1. Yes - If yes, please specify below.
2. No

I2
3

Specificinfamation the C w l relied on:

Nalonal lnvaahre Species Council
4. Do you believe that the National Invnaive SpeciesCouncil. defined as the Secretariesof the dqnubncnts
that c o d s c the Council, is nm!xim adquafc progress in brinSingabout the implementntionof the action

I. * Mom thnn adequate
2. Generally adequate
3. Gmcrally inadequate

0
3
9

4.

Very inadequate

9

5.

Don't know/No opinion
I

,

If the Nationol Inwive Species Council Ls, in your judgment, less I& generally adequate (that is, if you
rated it 3 m4 on the .scale above) in bringmgabout the irnplanrntntion of action itrms. please describethe
pwblrm(s) and noommend what may be done to solve it (them). ,

5. Do you believe that h e staff of the Nolirmol Invasive SpeciesCouncil has adequatenswnvsto 8nve
lhc needs of the Council7 (Resoww could indudefunding, st& supjwrffmnrfederal agenda, dc.)
(Chuck only om nnsmsr)

I. *
2. *
3.
4.
5.
6.

0
2

More than adequate
Generally adequate
Gi?nemlly inadequate

IS

Vety inadequate

4

Don: lmowl
No opinion
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If the @of theNahonal hvaslve Specla Counnl docs not, ~nyour judgment, have generaliy adequate
C to serve
S thc needs of thc Councri (that 16. ~fyou rated rt 3 a 4 on rhc scale above), what addrhonal
resources do you belleve are needed?
~

7
6. If you have any other comments to make about the Nahonal Invwn Speclea Coimctl or about the
Cuuncrl's staff, pleobc enter them below

I
Federal Agencies
7. The Nahonal Manapumt Plan specifies whtch federal agenclfil an responstble for ~mplrmentmgm y
of the acttun ~trrns. Do you h o w of any mstnnces where fedml agenolea do not have thc legal mtbority
tn cany out the echm ~temsfor which rhty an mponmble? ( k k anlyens a m w )
1. Yes - If ycs, please specrfy below.
2. No
3. Do not h o w

4
8
9

,.
Instances where federal agencies do not have the legal aubmty to carry out the action rtcms

e

8. Do ycu know of any urstances what federal a8encre.sdo not have the mournsto any our s&on
~temaIn the Nahonal Management Plan? ( C h d m r l y me-)

I
2
3.

-

Yes If yes, please spectfy below.
No
Do not know

IS
2
4

Instances where federal agcnclrci do not have the re60-

tn cany out the amon rtenm.

u
R
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General Questions
9. Ihc federal govcmmcnt is invoiml in many nspeets ofinwsive speciesmanagcmenl.
Pleasc rank (I, 5 3, dc.)the following activities accotdingto the funding priority yw believe
each should receive.
~ o t e :&the ii m p a t k ~
who -rud
thts qwtion, 6
~ U W Cthe sonre mnklng'to'2or mom of fhe llaiprrirr For
exam&,&gawa
mnUngofl loboihpmndlon and
ear@d U s d l o ~ U
mpons~llbef'onrlng average
&g
la baud on th#annvsn givM by L e IS racponden@
wbo gave a c h of the'kfivlria a ~@CCCW
rlklng.

I

Re&ntion - (Enter mnk)

1

I

Early det@dooand rapid response - (Enter rank.)

2

Control, management, and rcstorntlon -(Enter rank)

4

I

Research and moultorlag (Enter mnk)

-

5

I

I

I

I
I

'

-

I

-

Note: T h e m
~
~ ennibfw
c the "&ern
d
ategorp n
sy warr:'acrlYertlcddInldionpMI01:
projpm @ ~ n m l ~ aadmwlng,
n ;
rlrf
msnunent, aniipathrwy enmetbdobgkn

otber (Pleare spec&i and enter mnL,)

If you would like to comment on your rankings for question 9, p l e y do $ in the spacebelow.

LO. Am thmc any cm~ginginvnsive species or related issues that you believe have not yet received
adeq~~~le'public
attention but may prove to have signifioant mlogical or coonomic impacts?

-

1. Yes If yes, please specify beluw.
2.*No '
3. Do not know

11
S

5

Fmging lnvnsive species thal you believe have not yet nceived adeqlmte public tillention but may pmve to
how significantacobgical or eoonomic impscts:

6
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1 1 . If you bave completed the survey, please cbeck the "Complated" box below. (

C

~

~

l

y

~

s

~

.

~

1. Completed
2. * Not completul

ThaDk you for your participation.
When you bave completed chis survcy, plcasc press the Ellt huttonbelow to submit your rrsponscs.
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United States Department of the Interior
O ~ C OE F ~ SECRWARY
E
Warhiogtos D.C 20240

Mr. David G. Wood
Director, Natural Resources and Environment
IJnited States General Accounting Office
44 1 G Street, N W
Washington. DC 20548
Dew Mr. Wood:

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the draft repon entitled, "Invasive Species: Clearer
Focus and Greater Commitment Needed to Effectively Manage the Problem" (GAO-03-01).The
Depurtment concurs with the recommcndalionsof this report andwill work with the other COChairs of the National lnvasive Species Council to implement the recommendations in a timely
manner consistent with current budget and authority. Our efforts to dcvelop a budget crosscut on
lnvasive Species for FY 2004 should firther support the report's recommendations.
Our specific response to each of the draft report recommendations is providcct in the enclosure.
If you have fixher cluestions, please contact A.Gordon Brown,DO1 I n w i v e Species
Coordinator, at (202)513-7245.
Sincerely,

Yg?

P. Lynn Scarlen
Assislant Secretary for Policy,
Management and Budpi

Faclosure

,

.,

.
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Department of the Interior
Comments on GAO Dralt Report entitled,
"Invasive Species: Clearer Focuq md Greater Commitment Needed to Effectively
Manage the Problem"
(GAO-03-01)
General Comments:
The re~mmcndationsof the repolt are directed to the National Invasive Species Council
(Council) cochairs. Since the Department of the Interior is a =hair of the Council, the
Department will work cooperatively with the o k co-chairs, in thc Departments of Agriculture
and Commeme. to address the report's recommendations.
The Department supports development of a hudget crosscut on invasive specics for FY 2004 and
later requests by the Council daparhnent8. We bclieve this will lead to development of a
performance-based strategic plan for most of the Executive Branch agcnciw.
Specific Comments:

. . h
F
i
s
clarified an m r of fact on Page 21 "In addition, the Federal Aquatic
Nuisaaea Species Task Force has developed a process to evaluate the risk of introducing nonnative organisms into a new environment and, if needed, determine the c o m management
provide guidance to states for/
steps to mitigate that risk. The task force has used this proce~s~to
designing their own management plans for aquatic nuisance species."

The second sentence of this w e n t is incorrect in that the risk assessment pmcass is separatc
from the State management planning process. The second sentence should be modified to rcad:
'The Task Force has also developed guidelines to provide direction to assist States in the
development of their own manngernent plans for aquatic nuisance species."
:that the thehairs of the Invasive Species Council-the Secretaries of
Agriculture. Cornmeme, and the Intwior-inchde within the revision of the National Invasive
Species Management Plan,a goal of incorporating information on economic impacts and relative
risk6 of diffomnt invasive spcci& or pathways when formulaling a budget crosscut.
The Department of the Interior, in consultation with the other co-chairs, will wark to expand the
capacity for conducting sppropriatc economic analysis on invasive species and their impacts.

Recomrjlendanan#2:that the co-chain, of the Inmive Species Council --the Secratariesof
Agriculture, Commerce, and the Interior--ensure that the next edition of the national
management plan contains performance-oriented goals and objectives and specific measures of
t3uccas.

The Department of the Interior is working to advance activity-based costing as a model of
Mormance budgehng and management for its own programs. A pilot prognun of performanceoriented goals and objectives with specific measures of success will be implemented in January
2004 for the National Invaaive Species Council. This information will be used to build a more
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complete budget crosscut proposal on invaeivc species for FY 2005. inchding shared goals,
strategies and performance measuns.
Rec;ammcndationththat the cochairs of the lnvasive SpeciesCouncil--the Secretariesof
Agricuhm, Commerce, and the Intaior-give a high priority to completing planned action #I, a
Federal ovmight mechanism for compliance with EO 13112 and mmagunent plan
implementation.

The Department of the Interior will coopera& with the other co-chairs to jointly provide
leadwhip on this issue and solicit consensus views on my proposal from the lnvasivc Spccies
Advisory Committea.
:that the w-chairs of the lnvasive Spccies Council--the Secretariesof
Agriculture, Commerce, and the Interiorinclude in its planned evaluation of o u m t legal
authoritiesao &nation
of the importance of legislativeauthority to National hvasive Species

Council implementation of the national management plan.
The Department of the Interior will work with the bther cochairs to assess legislativeauthority
<
for a national invasive species management p h .
Comments supplied by the bureaus:

-

Page 33 "One m p o d e n t thought thatfederal departments and agencles were continuing to
pursue their own mandates andprograms with only a cursory regardfor theframework and
coordination that the councU attempts to provide.'"

The National Invasive Species Management Plan (ISMP) is a critical documcnt helping to focus
depirtment and agency invasjve species activities; however. ~ddetalagencies are also guided by
other policies and legislation that direct heit activities. Many of these activitiesare conducted
by the agencies and are not reflected in the actione outlined in the ISMP. The GAO report gives
a critical review of the Federal government's efforts to implament the ISMP with minimal
acknowled~mtof these extensive activitiesthat balance invasive species workloads to meet
both existing q n s i b i l i t i e s and new activitiesoutlined in the ISMP. In addition, we point out
that the Council has made p a t strides in coordinating agency activities and increasing
communication among agencies and departments about their invasive species activities.

-

Page 34 "In our view, the relationship of the a&ory committee to the implementation teams
ha9 sloyedprogress on theplan and could continue to do so. While we understand why the
cuuncil decided tofonn the implementation teams under rhe u p i c e s of the advisory committee tof i t e r consensus among key stakeholders early in the implementationprocess we believe that
this decision may slow F e h l action. &peaipcoNy,it may be dl@& for teams of Pedcral and
mn-fderal stakeholders to put forth the concerted Mort needed to implement the managemenr
plan. "

-
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While we agree that progress might have been made more quickly without input fmm the
~ d v i s oCommittee,
j
we support the Council's decision to pmceed with a parhering process
that incorporatas input from the stakeholder Advisory Committee.
Page 37 - " n e aurent reguloioryapproach to ballast water tnanagemenl is not keeping
i n w i v e species out of the Great Lakes".
Whilc we agree that ballast water continues to be a major pathway for introductions of aquatic
invasive species, we believe that the pmgrtss being made on monitoring and complicc by the
Coaat Guard to develop and implement regulations is timely and reflects the time-consuming
nahrre of the regulatory pmcess. We also believe that the efforts by the Fish and
W e e , the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admhisbution. and the Maritime
Administration are demonstrating substantial progress to develop technologiesto treat ballast
water to remove invasive species.

-

Page 54 "TheNatwnal Inwive Species Council$ Assistant Directorfor Iniernational Policy.
Science, and Cwperarwn told uv that she believes that the United Starm could expand two
eristing interagency organisations the Federal Inleragency Committeefor the Ma~gementof
Noxious and Exotic W e d and the Aquatic Nulrmrce Specier Tmk Fome to include Canadian
repmentatlo?&. ."

-

-

The Aquatic Nuisance SpeciesTask F o m (ANS) has Canadian repksentationin an "invited
observer" status. In addition, the ANS Task Force bas actively renuitcd Canadian representation
in the efforts of its numaous committees. Fw example, UYcc of the Regional Panels of the Task
Force (Northeast. Great Lakes,and Western) have Canadian representatives serving on th'e
committcca

The draft report dwells on the need for more comprehensive data and analysis of risks and of
economic and ecological costs of invasive species. We mgniniza that others may need this
information, but wc would l~keto point out that lack of infomation is not a major hindrance to
our efforts to contml invasive species.
We have a major Inventory and Monitoring Program in the National Park Service and some of
the funds allocated for weed management are used for inventory and monitoring. We know
w k our weeds are and we b o w why we are controlling than. We do not wait for more
idomation to implement an effective pm-.
Our greatest need is for more fundsfor
operational work.
Furtha, quantification of the costs of invasive species will tend to favor management of invasivc
species in situationswhere the costs can be easily given monetary valw. Costs to agriculture are
easily quantified in monetary tenne wberea8 costa to nahnal arms are difficult to quantie.
Therefom, generation of this data will tend to fnvor fUnding of wntml for invasive speoits that
&ect agriculturc, at thc expense of natural areas conml efforts. Those who advise decision
makm must assun that the decision maken are aware of the value8 of resources and nahval
processes that cannot be easily quantified.
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The draft report points to aneed for better performance management. We would welcome
incnased emphasis on perfnmance mwsgcment but we want performance managera to
understand the difficulty and complexityof applying perfonnanc.measures to land management
situations involving the interaction of multiple biological amrmunltiesand diveme populations
of cxisting and new organisms. A simple example will demonstratethis.
I

Suppose a land management ageocy has one million acres of weeds. If they treat one percent of
the infesled acres per year, or 10,000 acres. it would seem that thay should he able to reduce the
numba of infested acres to zero in one hundred yearn. This is far fium true.
Somc weeds spread slowly while otha spread very rapidly. For large scale planning purposes.
weed scientists 0 t h assume an average spread or rate of inneasc of 15 percent per year.
Therefore, if you begln with one million infested acrea and trcat 10,000acres, at the end of the
year you will have an infestad area of 1 million minus 10,000 acres treated. plus 148.000 newly
infested acres (!WO,000 x 0.15) for a total of 1,138,000 acres. This is the situation faced by most
Federnl land managers today. Presently, our objectives are to slow the spread of wccda and to
I
try to tnrget the most critical species and acres.

Further, we am never finished with the 10,000acres treated. They must be periodically
monitored and may require periodic retreatment. In many cases, planting the s i b with native
species, a costly and difficult process, would offset the need for retrentmenl. The agency will
reach a point where the monitoring of treated acres and retreatment will require 100percent of its
weed management budget.

Finally, we would like to make one technical comment. The dFaft report suggests that we should
develop biological controls for potential invaders before they arrive in North America so those
biological controls will be available for mpid nsponses. This would he extremely expensive,
especially when you consider t h a ~same of the potential invaders may never reach our shores or
may be intercepted at the porte of entry. More importantly. biological controls, even if they are
available, am not an effective tool for rapid responses. Biological controls work vely slowly and
can redux but not exterminate established populations. They would have little or no impact on
incipient populations.
We appreciate the opportunity to offer our perspectiveson the draft report.

I
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United Stnteh Department of Stute
u'oshugion. 1).C.

LW.520

OCi 162002

Dear Ms. Westin:
We appreciate the opportunity to review your draft report,
"INVASIVE SPECIES: Clearer Focus and Greater Commitment Needed
to Effectively Manage the Problem," GAO-03-25, GAO Job Code
360158.
The Department's coyments are enclosed for incorporation
as. an appendix to the GAO final report, along with commencs
from the International Joint Commision ( I J C ) . Please find
technical comments attached as well.
If you have any quest~cnsregardir~gthis response, please
contact Dana Roth, Office of Ecology and Terrestrial
Conservation, Bureau oE Oceans and Inrenational Environmental
Scientific Affairs on (202) 736-7426.
.
'

Sincerelv.

&hristbfier B. Burnham
'Assistant Secretary of
Resource Management and
Chief Financia'l Officer
Enclosure:
AS stated.

cc:

-

GAO/NRE
Mr. Wood
State/OIG
Mr. Berman
State/OES - Ms. Stephens

-

I

Ms. Susan S. Westin,
Managing Director,
International Affai'rs and Trade,
U.S. General Accounting Office.
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Dcpartmcnt of State Comments on GAO Draft Report
&ASIVE

SPECIES: Clearer Focus and ~ r e a t e~omkitment
r
~eeded
to Effectively
Manage the Problem, (GA0-03-25, OAO Code 360158)

The Department of State and the International Joint Commission (UC) appteciate the
opportunity to comment on the draft report INVASlVE SPECIES: Cleam Focus and
Greater Commitment Needed to Effectively Manage the Problem, and both noted the
comprehensiveness of the report. UC's comments follow those of the Department of
State.

The Department of Statc places a high priority on accomplishingthe goals of the National
Invasive Species Management Plan, and this priority is reflected in the attention the
Department has devoted to the invasive species issue and the p r o w we have made. as
outlined below. At lea* in relation to the Department's activities, we thmfore do not
Fully concur with the finding of the GAO report that attributes slow progress on the
management plan to lack of priority given to the plan by the Council and departments
(c.g., p.32).
Over the last four years, the Department of State has increased resources
to work on the invasive species issue. ckently, there is an American
Association for the Advancement of Science Fellow employed Ill-time in
OES/ETC who works almost exclusively on this issue.
The Depnrtment coordinates the Lnta-agency process for the Convention
on Biological Wversity tbat addresses invasive alien species The.
agencies hnve worked with the Department over many hours to develop a
strong wok program, and many agencies were actively engaged on this
issue at this international meeting.
The Department has funded scvcral Fegional workshops with the Global
lnvasive Species Rogranunc to help buildicooperationto address this
global problem. The Department with other USG agencies has helped
facilitate the development of strategic plans to address the invasive species
problem in s e v d regions, including South and Southeast Asia, Southern
Africa, Nordic-Baltic (which the Department has funded a follow-up
workshop on information systems for invasive species), and South
America. ("Recommendations" statements from our most recent
workshops are attached, for your intaest)
The Department is actively participatin~in the lntcmational Maritime
Organization negotiations on development of ballast water standards
(which is ongoing, Oct. 2002).
The Department actively participates in the various relevant task teams
set out in the National Invasive Species Management Plan and in the
Advisory Committee meetings.
The Department cochairsthe North America stratcgy task team, and
pmticipntes in other North American fora that address invasive alien
s+cies.
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The Department takes an active role in raising awareness of the invasive
species issue in bilateral and multila(eral negotiations.

The following comments were provided by IJC:
The report highlights the sensitivityof the Ckeat lakes ecosystem to
invasive species yet fails to recommend any action to prokct this resome.
Suggest that in its reeommendntionsthe OAO consider adding comment under
action for executive.

In the face of the continuing invasion of the Great Lakes by invasive
species, take action, in coordiition with the government of Canada. to
develop an effective approach to immediately improve the mnnngement of all
ballast waters coming into the Great Lakes
Add an action for Co-

To continue strong support for invasive species control, promptly complete
action on reauthorization of NTSA.
I

~ttachmekFinal Recommendations, Arising from 2001 - 2002 Regional Workshops
on Invasive Alien Species
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United States Department of the Interior
OFPlCE OF Tllti SKCRC.TARY
Wnrh~ngtot~,
U C. : ? Z M

OCT 152ue
To:

David O. Wood, Director of Natural Rcsource~and Enviromnent
U.S. General Accounting Office

Through:

Dr. Am Tate. Science Advisor to the Secretary
U.S. Departmeat of the Interior
Mr. Tim K m e y , Deputy Assistant Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere, U.S.
Department of Commerce
Dr. Jim Butler. Deputy Assistant Secretary for Marketing and h g u h o r y
Pmgmq U.S.Dqmtment of Agriculture

From:

Lori Willimns,Executive Director, National Invasive Species Cr,uncil

Subject:

Council Comments on GAO report, Invasive Sprries:
Clearer Foous and Oreater Commitment N
&
to Etlkctively Manage the
Problem (OAO-03-01) DRAFT

-7

-

--

-

Attachcd are the comments of the National lnvasive Species Council on the subject OAO repon.
This drafl has also been sent to the C o d member depamnents for their comment and
approval. The cochair departments are also provid'mg separate comments to OAO.
1 can be reached at 202-513-7243 should you need to discuss these comments further.
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National Invasive Speciers Council Comments on the
Draft GAO Report entitled, Invasive Speck. Clearer Focw and
Greater Commitment Needed to Effectively Manage tbe Problem
(GAO-0301)

mwdatfong

The Council concurs with the recommendation that the upconing revision of the National
lnvesive Species Management Plan (Ptan) the goal of incorpoinformation on the
economic impacts and relative risks of different inwive specks or pathways in the
fonnulaiionof an invasive species crosscut budget. The Co~mcilnotes that thc current
Plan (see,action itema #44 and 46(a) under Resear&) calls callsr additional research on the
wrtomic impacts of invasive species. and increased emphasis on risk smalysis (see
action item # 14. IS and 19 under Prevention). The Council also comm with the now of
caution that &emking in advance what species are likely to be beh u g h
unintentional iutroductions could bo problematic, as stated in the Depmment of
Comrnem commentson this section.
The Council agrees that bena perfortnunce measurrs should, and will, be inchuled in the
revised version of the P h However, it is important to note that the Management Plan
was this nation's first attempt to drrrft a comprchwPive blueprint on bow to deal witb
invasive p c i e s issues across 23 Federal a g d i and coordinate with state, local and
private entities. The Plan has uud continues to be used as a model for plarmiq efforts by
nunmomstates and o k nations, inchdingCaneda The Council is imhdbg
parfomranee measures in Ute cumnt draft of the invasive species cmsscut bud@.
It is
also important to recognize that for many invasive species, bascline data may be lacking.
Additionally, some activities esseniial to dealing with hmiw species issues, includii
some elanents of pmmtiun (howdo you confirm the absence of a specid). education
end outre&, and research may not be easy to mame, at least in the near tcnn Despite
these importam caveats, the C o d is supports 'utcluding realistic and attainabk
performence measures as part of the revised Plan.

l'he Council concurs that action item #1 of the Plan establishing a trampankt oversight
ascc-callsruseby
F e d e r a l a g ~ ~ i n c o m p ~ w i t h ~ t i v e O r13112,
d e r bc
given a high priority.
The Council concurs that an emhdmn of whether ihere should be statutory authority L r
the Counoilshould be w
*
.
It is appropriate for the Council's individual mmbersto respond to the final
recommndatmn conccdq their individual armualperhnnance p b The Council
stands m d y to assist m this effort. The Council mtes that ych member department and
agency operates on difirent timelinen regardii their perfiormanceand strategic plan

1
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-

Although the Council agrees that pmgwmto date an completing action items in the Plan
h a s b t c n d i s a p p o i n t i n g a n d i S t a l r i n g s t e p s t o ~ ~isirmportanttonalize
~it
t h a t t h e ~ i n t b e P l a n w e ~ e o F t i m i a t i c , ~ e n c u m n t ~ u r c a s a n d f t n d iAs
op.
mtedmthew~ofthe~ofCanrmace,thenpo~~to~
whet he^ the origbd deadlines contained in the Plan wae realisti0 and attainable. The
report ~ r m a t c progrew
s
under the report in the following ways:
only those items (except in a few noted fasts) that have
I) It sites as
been competed. This is despite the fact that CIAO gathered a sigdhnt
amount of infbrmation from the Council M a n d the departmentsabout
pmgress toward completion of 40to 50 percent of the action items in
addition to those completed. Many of the items m the Plan represeat
amhitbus, h a d goals quhing luulti-agency planning, impkmentatb4 and
dga-off ani reponing on progress toward thaw goals is impliant For
exmple, progress toward achievhrg a w m m n monhring protocol for
invashrc: plants represent a sigDificant step, despite the need to complete work
on other taxa

-

-

-

2) Progrese toward an action item under the Plan by d e w s and agencies
ettha hdividually or as a gmup is si@fhnt progress; resaKfkss of if
' complete coordination has occurred or f a specific Council task team has been
f o d This espe&& am,lies to those whare'one or more lead agnrcies

--

are irtentifil*l in the P h Now that implpnentationtank teamshave been
fbrmulated,they are utilizing and buildii upon the work has already done by
individualagendes or departments. Prior progress BCM
iudidaally or
collectively will dgn&atfy expedite fitlure progress on action b mthat
hsvc been the focus of dep91.tmentsland agency e&rta For iastencc,the
Patbwaystask team is using lists of patatrrady developed or b e i i
b J o p e dby a numher of egcncies as i
n
i
t
i
d hrput for oompleting action itan

mo.
3)

'

I
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The M u s of the ins,lemenMiin teams(by Faiaal agemy officials) was built
upon the mping teams' work, and thc entire process should be oonsidemd in
the evaldon This will be explained in =re detail io the specific
comments. In the scoping process, Federalmembers of the teams
(repmsnting an Council member dcpamne4ltsand agencies.not the Council
staffor liaim) met and a p p d draft p d m , idemified key
stakeholders, sst priorities for work.Tkey also decidal i d d u d l y whether it
was irnportaat to include m n F W stakeholders in the fornn&ion of their
p u p . This was done in edvance of the fomnrlation and approval ofjoint
FederaV~~~nFcderai
subcommktees and task teams under the Imrasive Sp+ca
Advisory Comaittee. Curreat imphmbtion temm hwe relied upon ttns
work to a great extent.
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TheFeseernembca~~sbou(therolaaodfunctiDnoftheP$n
implementation task teams and s u b c o ~ It. should be noted that spe&c actions
under the Plan (in ohmst all cases) nutst be implemented by those specific agencies and
dejmtnmta with budge&iy and regulatory authority o t appropriatean authorized
program. Thosespecificdeparcmentsandagencies~cany~utthaectual
.atationof dctailp involved wah each action lem
n s p o t t s i i . Themfore,
tbe mle of che implementdin teams is to provide general, overall guklance,ensure all
the key action agenciw are kkntifkd. set priorities among the many items in the Plan and
provide L r c o o n i i i n with outside groups and stalehoklers, if appropriate.

I

In gcaerd, the nport undrrvahresprogress toward inrrcaPed coordinatimn and
cooperation among Federal agencies and departmenol on imggiw species. The C o m i l
has assisted with coodimtion of kgislstive Essues snd briefings dated to b a s k
speciea As noted, the cunwd e m to draft an imrasive qnxh crosscut budget pmposal
for NO4 hw resulted m significant wordinatiton effirta on budget and pafbmnmce
n w l a g e m e n t i a w e g ~ ~ n g t h e t h R e C o - c h a ThereportIfiilr,to
ir~
mte monthly mdnga devoted to coonlindon anmag the ten Council ntcmbu lis'mm.
Working cbsely with the State depammS, the C o 4 assisted with coordination and
formulation of international paitions regding tb Inttmaibd Plant Protection
Convention, and the Convention on Biologicul Diversity, among others. Rnther
examples are oonrained in the spec& mnmcnta below, and m the corns of
i o d i a member d-

-

P.6 - It is importam to cia@ whether the rrport is nferring to non-native, or invasive
speck

P. 11- The Council does m t have a Risk Aaalysis Spciaiet or a Website Caotdinator
nor has either been identified as a &hne position Richard Orr
~WithriskanalyaiswMlr:kwason~l~htheCouncilwdisiaohded~~
Plan as a Couacil statTnmdm. The National Agriculhz~~I
Lilmry llPmwe8 our websii
on a day-to-day basis Along with his other duties, CWs Dionigi (Domestic Policy
Adstant Director) cwrentb mannges the webeite for the C o d The Couucil Co-ehh
a f e ~ ~ t h c C o d ~ s t ~ I l e e d s .
currently on the st&

P. 13 -Note m discussionof economic impacts that action i t e m 44(a) and 46(a) call for
i n c d nsearch at the national and international Iml on the economic impacts of
inmivespechs.

P. 23 - The Council beiiews that the Plan is a vey positive, initial overall blueprint h r
Federal adion to deal with inwive species. It oantaina i m p o m elemem that need to
be impleamtedto address thLs serious problem. Future revisions of the Plan ahodd, and
willincfudem~n~~rrmmacriteriSandsdd~essthe~ed~in
thePlan,v&hwillimpnmthePkinovorall.

3
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P.24-~a@~m~~i~nducingtheintroductmnof
laaw species by a certain pa~ldage
would be plobkmtiiat his time. We do not have
baseline data indicating the number of introductions now occurriog. Ttris example
demonstrates he. challenge of measuring exact performance h r pRverrtionactivitii.
emhasize the nmonse ofnine (as o~wsedto the
majority of 17) IW$O&
who said {bat the plan $-focused on tha most important
issues? This m n s e seems to indicate a stmna demee of support by ISAC members for
the PLah 1n adiition, the C o d bekvw I t1;;?&18
O~%ACI&"prominent"in
there 6eMB and &fore are chosen to serve on ISAC.

P. 24 -The draft mmrt -to

P.2S - The second paragraph quote of the Executive Director is i n w m p k and
a
misleadii. The import& &&rs
are tbat this was the first attempt to
coe-.
Federal Mueprhn tbr mmaging attd dealing with a wide range of taxa of
the scopeof this &st-time effort, it was
hn&e species for 23 ~ e d agencies.
d
umealistic and difficult to aim agree on spec& f b : k goals. (The current DAS for
DOI was not present during the draffing or approval of the Plan His statement is
~te,b~itiSimportanttomtethethe.PlandaweatIn~and
OMB review as WU as p.blic notice and comrmnt. Budget and perh*e
.
management staff were not excluded h m the process.)

P. 25 -The cmsscut proposalfor FY04 m-ts
a very dgdkmt effort; however as a
first attempt, h wUI &t r&mmt the total& of invesive
expendituresor e&m. It
will enrphasi certain efirts and primarily fbcw on the activities of the three Council

P. 26 - The Cotmcil has provided extensive information about the progress of
depamnents and agencies in addmshg ectinn items in the Plan. Council staff has also
provided oral updates at most lSAC meetings. GAO statTokmvd many of the ISAC
during which, they weie provided with much of (his M m n A written,
overall summary of progress is due to be completed in the next month.

P.31-Workaitedhereis~utilbzdbyCouncUimplenvntationtaskteacns,andis
part of the cmsscut budget dimssionn Progress by individual agencies is ~luciel
to
pmgnss under the Plan .[See text of general comments] '

P.31 - Tlm ExecutiveD i o r did not eay that it was hnpmpe~to 'debatc the agencies'.
The Dimlor stated that while some of the agency repom did not seem to directly link to
spec& action hems, many if not mosl of the agency actions were accurate and helpfll
prognxs reports. In the Dkeuor's vim, it is difticult and commpdwtii for Council
staff to second-messammica have the exDettise m tbese areas and beliwe their actbrn
are relafive to the ~lan.-Iaaddition, the &rting

I

of invasive,speciesactivitieg ( e m if
not d i b linLed to the P h )- is imcortwt
for overall boordhtation wnmsea and uset\rl
to the CO&S.
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I

P.32 - The Executive D i o r did not say that them was 'bo reason to tbna

imphentation kamP until after tbe PLen was habed. The Council depactn&ntsand
OMB had not approved the final Plan, and all comoads had not been incorporated. It
would hsva been inappropriate to f o d t e team to implement a Plan that had not been
approved or hkd.

-

P. 32 The time& is missing an importam bullet and many tictiom that took piace
t&re the expiration of the t a m of the last ISAC. Also, ISAC as a body did not expin.
The chacta for ISAC was raaewed. and thcretbre rhe Conanittet itself continued to mist.
What expired were the terms of the fmmer ISAC members. 'Now ~~IDS m staggered
among members to avoid future problems (This action has already been takw).
The misaingbuDet concans the request by Co& Federal o f E c i i to consider whether,
how and who should formulate Plan impbmtatbn teams. This process begact in June
and July of 2001, well before ISAC terms expired. Those Federal offlcials from the
Council who wem htcmial met to discuss each of the teamsproposed at the
Shepherdstown zmxtbg. (See the %ping''
memorandum and draft terms of referaace

provided by C o d staffto GAO.) At the scooping nreetings. Federal ofticials agreed
upon draft terms of rehmce (or opemting pmedures), discussed lead agencies. set
inai prioritii and d e c i i (at each scooping meeting fbr each team) whether
m~FaleralmembRsshouWbeincludedamlthusUI+teamshouMbc~edunder
ISAC. In most cases, Federal mmbers were designated after these meetings. In all
cases, the sixping meetings concluded non-Fedaal participation was desiile.

-

P. 33 By the time scooping was compIeied for all the teams in the IU,the procerrs for
choosing new ISAC members had begun. Thia did result m a dchy of fitrthermeetings as
sudested until the new ISAC was fomnrlated and met in May und June 2002. The teams
tbat have met thus far have relied greatly on the earlier work done by the Federal
-ping
msetiags.
F

bullet should read, "all but two of the teamsfJniematiornrl and Budget) include both
M and mn-Federal members."

As claritbd above, the Executive Dinctor did m t state that them was any single decision
made at one time to khu&nowFederal mrmbem on all imphmtation ~eanrrIn
addition, Federal members made decisions during scoph.ls; and by ISAC mmbers for
each individualteam The i m p o m of getting consensus and pmic&&iion by key
stakeholdershes been a criticalfactor in the decision ~nakingprocess.

P. 34 -Please

see the Council'sG e d Comments about the uhmbmmding of the
mle of the impnerdation team. The ISAC does not bw the authority in their Chnrter
or otherwise to rnake decisions about implementimp the plan at the Federal level Those
specificd&nsennmtdebythe~~ageaciesanddq~withthe
legblatiic. budgetary and m o r y authority to take such actions. The implementation
t m m might more properly be tenned "impbmmatbn guidnnce teams" end ere not

5
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~edwitbmaldngtbelypeof~mGAOrefaeoceeinthisparagreqhas
inappropriate and outskle the scope of ISAC's cimrter.
The Council agms that the ddays have been unfommate, but beliens stmngly in the
value of gcttiog stakeholder input, assistame and q m r l p i h c e in detnmining how
nmny clanents of the Plm should be impbented. Invasive spacies is not solely. or
awn prhnerily a Federal pmblem. Sohdions cannot be solely Federal and wouM be
successful ifiarplcnmtedin a vacuum Thc Council supportslooking canfblly at the
Plan action items to be implemented, and
the beat mechanism on a csse-by
cnse basis rather than exchufhg non-Federalmembers from all Plan implementation

guidaclee mms.

6
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460
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I

Mr. David C. Wood
Director. Natural Resources und Environment
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20548
Dear Mr. Wood:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the General Accounting Office (GAO) draft
repart entitled, Im~asiveSpecies: Clearer Focus and Grruter Commitmenf Needed to Eljecrively
Manage the Problem (GAO-03-01), received on September 25,2002.

As requested in your recent letter to Adminimtor Whitman, we are pleased to provide
EPA's comments on ihe draft wpuri. These were developed by our intra-agency Non-indignous
Spccies Work Omup, comprised of representatives fium our programs as well as our rcginnal
ofices. The work group is very familiar with the invasive species problem und hns been
involved in the development of the Management Plan (hereinafter referred to as "the Plan")
pursuant to the Executive Order 13112 on Invasive Species.

,

While the recommendations in the Rpon seem reasonable, the wnclusiona are based on a
m e y of only 23 respondents. Nonetheless, we believe adoption of the recommendations would
enhance the federal government's approach to dealing with the problem of invasive species. The
draft report is especially noteworthy because it: (1) highlights why existing analyses of the
economic impacts of invasivcs are of limited use to decision-makers; (2) describes why good
models must be developed to predict the spread of invasives tfs well as their ecosystem and
economic impacts; (3) highlights how few resources agencies are allocating to invasives'
activities; and (4) highlights major limitations of the National lnvasive Species Management
Plan, incllding the fact that it isn't a strategic plan with measurable goals and envimnmcntal
outcomes, but is instead an inventory of planned ngency actions.
Although the repnrt is a curious mix of ewnomic theory, ballast water, and a review of the
National Invasive Species Couocil (NISC), we found it to be well-written and helpM in
~ssessingthe progrew made in coping with invasive species. We believe the report could be
strengthened, however, if it focused more on the MSC and the Plan. In particular. we suggest
that the report focus on four questions: (1) is the NlSC being managed efficiently given the
various limitations; (2) do the members have sufficient resource-a (budget and MI-time
equivalents) to achieve theiu action items; (3) what progress has been made to achieve their
action items; and (4) is the extent of pmgresti commensurate with available resources?
+
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In addition to these general comments, them are several issues that we wmt to bring to
your attention.
1: We believe that members of the lnvasive Species Advisory Committee (ISAC) should
not serve on federal committees intended to implement the Plan. While EPA salutes the excellent
job the NlSC and its s W have done to reach out to constituent mupa and stnkehulders, mixing
federal with non-federal staff on implementation cornmittee.~hay, in our opinion, led to some
confusion and delays in implementing the Plan. It is thc federal government that is respnnsible
for impluncnting the Executive Onler and not a Federal Advisory Committee (FACA). A FACA
can only Bdvie and should not be responsible for implementation.
2. As previously stated, we believe that CAWS somewhat critic$ view orthe Plan and
the concem over the lack of pmgress in implementing the Plan are based on a survey of only 23
respondents. Further, these respondents were or m members of the ISAC and likely do not have
unbiased perspectives. While it is true that the pace of implementation has nut been ns fast as thc
immigration of new invasives, we wonder if it is suitable to base the conclusions on such a small
sample. The tone of the GAO report might be different if more of the federal agency staff and
state resource managers were surveyed.

3. While the concept of performance measures is laudable, in most cases they will have
to be regional and species specific. An example with vector control might be "to (oduce the rate
of new introduction into San Francisco Bay by 50% by 2010." But these standmd~would not
apply to other west coast ports, which have different invasion rates. susceptibility. etc. Also, in
many cases (except perhaps with wcultural pests), we do not have the baseline information to
determine if we have achicved the standard. As written, the draft report comes m s s somewhat
voluble qanling performance standards. We helieve the document should recognize the
difficulties of identifying and measuring performance .standards in ecological systems beiig
stressed by a highly stochastic stressor.
4. We believe the ballast water section is very ''Great Lakes centric." We realize that
there has been much attention given to the Great Lakes, but there is also work being done m
marine and estuarine waters. The effects of invasive species on these emsystems should be
expanded, and the need for research.prevention, and control in this area should receive more
emphasis. The Smilhsunian Environmental Research Center maintains a cldnghouse of
information related to biological invasions fmm ballast water discharges.

,

In addition to thew genrml comments, we have enclosed detailed comments on specific
portions of the text that should provide additional clarification of EPA's position on key issues
raised by the draft report.
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We ap~~(:ittte
the opportunity to respond to this draft report. Should you have questions 01
would like additional information, please contact MI Michael Slimak on 202-564-3324 or
slimaksli&ael@pa.gov.

S c i m Advisor to the Agency
Enclosure
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GAO's Mission

The General Accounting Office, the investigative arm of Congress, exists to
support Congress in meeting its constitutional responsibilities and to help improve
the performance and accountability of the federal government for the American
people. GAO examines the use of public funds; evaluates federal programs and
policies; and provides analyses, recommendations, and other assistance to help
Congress make informed oversight, policy, and funding decisions. GAO's
commitment to good government is reflected in its core values of accountability,
integrity, and reliability.

Obtaining Copies of
GAO Reports and
Testimony

The fastest and easiest way to obtain copies of GAO documents at no cost is
through the Internet. GAO's Web site (www.gao.gov) contains abstracts and fulltext files of current reports and testimony and an expanding archive of older
products. The Web site features a search engine to help you locate documents
using key words and phrases. You can print these documents in their entirety,
including charts and other graphics. '
Each day, GAO issues a list of newly released reports, testimony, and
correspondence. GAO posts this list, known as "Today's Reports," on its Web site
daily. The list contains links to the full-t& document files. To have GAO e-mail this
list to you every afternoon, go to www.gao.gov and select "Subscribeto daily
E-mail alert for newly released productsnunder the GAO Reports heading.
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